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Mission Statement of The
United Doberman Club

The United Doberman Club, or UDC
(www.uniteddobermanclub.com), is
made up of Doberman enthusiasts
dedicated to preserving and
protecting the Doberman and its
heritage as a working dog. UDC is
advancing the interests of the breed
by educating members about
working ability, conformation,
temperament, health, breeding,
training and maintenance of the
total Doberman, sound in mind
and body. The UDC encourages its
members to participate in a variety
of activities for which the
Doberman is suited, including
Agility, Conformation, Drill Team,
Guide Dog, Obedience, Ring Sports,
IPO, Search & Rescue and Therapy.

Read the UDC Focus online at
http://uniteddobermanclub.com/

udc-focus or buy a printed copy from
MagCloud. Go to www.magcloud.com
and search UDC Focus. Prices are

reasonable, and the site will walk you
through how to buy each issue. Enjoy

being part of Team Doberman!
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From UDC President Tammy Rush
UDC President 2019-2021 • president@uniteddobermanclub.com

Much exciting news is in the air with the coming of
spring. This is my favorite time of the year. Here
on the Rush Ranch, it starts with gardening season,

the purple martins and robins are back, the sight of baby
calves and chickens, blooming flowers and fruit trees.
While all this is happening here, your fellow club members
have been busy promoting the United Doberman Club.
UDC has 434 voting members, with an average of five
new applicants each month, and we also have 14 active
member clubs.
It’s time to start planning your 2022 trials and shows!

Here are a few events already planned for 2022.
The 2022 AWDF IGP Championship was held April

22-24 at the Hilmar High School stadium in California.
Unfortunately, at the time of this writing we didn’t have
any UDC members who have entered, but perhaps that
will change in the days to come.
Our National Specialty and IGP Championship will

be hosted by New Age Tri-State Doberman Club, May 17
through May 22, 2022, at 120 Tetz Lane in Middletown,
New York, with three conformation shows, three
obedience trials, WAE, IGP trial, health clinic, SAR clinics,
breed survey and a working seminar. Ellen Gilmour, Meryl
Winnie and Janette Wolfard have all been working hard to
put together our upcoming UDC National, and I believe
it’s going to be an event for the history books.
You can find more information on the UDC website

or on their 2022 National Facebook page:
https://uniteddobermanclub.com/2022-udc-nationals
https://www.facebook.com/groups/704080567243813
The Upstate Doberman Club is hosting conformation

shows on July 2–3 at 474 Works Road, Honeoye Falls,
New York. The event secretary is Dana Bowers, email at
bowersd@gmail.com.
Knowing this will be the last message for the Focus as

your president, it is a sad farewell, but it has also been a
rewarding and challenging experience to have served the

membership for three years. Thank you for the privilege
and opportunity to serve you, the members of the UDC.
Your new officers and directors for 2022-2023 will be
installed during the annual meeting in May, and I hope to
continue serving on the board as the club’s membership
secretary. We have some fresh new faces and ideas coming
on the board, so make sure that you reach out to them
with your ideas and concerns. This is your chance to
participate in the future direction of our club.
Happy training, showing and trialing, and I look

forward to seeing many of you at our 2022 National.

— Tammy Rush

On The Cover
Take a trip back in time through this issue of the UDC Focus as we flashback to
the past with our Then & Now theme. The cover is a flashback to 1999 with
the masthead of that time period. At top left is a real cover from that era, third
quarter 1999, picturing winners from the UDC National in Denver, Colorado.
At top right is Tammy Marshall-Weldon’s Alexander Von Haus Jagen during his
SchI performance at the November 1994 CVSC trial under judge Bogdan Sergo.
Photo was taken by Doug Loving. Alex was high-scoring Doberman in the
country in 1994 due to the score of 290. The helper was Tim Cruser. This
photo was used on the cover of the Third Quarter 2006 Focus ... 16 years ago!
The group photo at the bottom is Team USA at the 1996 FCI World
Championship. Read about Schutzhund Then & Now starting on page 46.
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Going out of our comfort zone is always a challenge and
it is uncomfortable. No one likes to be uncomfortable,
but it is how we grow. We need to push ourselves and

our dogs to rise up to challenges to keep you and your dog
stimulated. After all, you have a Doberman, and their mind
is always needing to be worked.
Since the last Focus I have had to face a new challenge

and it sure is a big one for me. After 17 years of competing
in Schutzhund, I have decided to take my retired IGP dog
and try my hand at Mondioring. Talk about going out
of my comfort zone for myself and my dog. I was the
president of my IGP club for the last 10 years. I was the
one who club members went to for help. Now I am getting
ready to go into the unknown and be the newbie.
I did my research ahead of time by reading about

Mondio and watched some videos. I arranged to visit a
club, and then arrived and felt totally lost.
A new language to learn and new rules of engagement

for Grecko and me. Our wheels are turning in our minds
and both of us are trying to figure out what to do. Then
you have a new group culture to learn. Again, I felt like
a fish out of water figuring out training schedule, who
oversees what, should I bring cookies or not, will they like
me? Then feeling insecure when it is my turn to take my
dog on the field and will he pass the test? Just because he is
an IGP3 dog x4 doesn’t mean he could do Mondio. Let me
tell you not all bite sports are equal! The good news is he
loves to bite legs just as much as sleeves.
For the last couple of months, we have managed to work

through our uncomfortable feelings trying something new.
We still have challenges to work through as I am still the
new kid on the block and Grecko is still trying to figure out
he is allowed to leave my left side for the Defense exercise
(like an IGP transport, but he can move around me with
body contact as the decoy walks around me).
I encourage YOU to get uncomfortable and try

something new! For me, I feel invigorated learning
something new, wondering what the next step is going
to be, having homework to work on and going back to
club to show them what we have accomplished since the
last time they saw us.

Get uncomfortable and discover something new!
Springtime is here and as you discover the new blooms
showing up and the new life being born, try to discover
something new for you and your dog to do. �

From the Focus Editor
Marie Miller-Anderson • mmilleranderson@hotmail.com

UDC has a Facebook Discussion Group!
To join the group, contact your sponsor or admins

Suzan Shipp or Tammy Rush, or go to
https://m.facebook.com/groups/535443149956029

and click on JOIN THIS GROUP.

... or scan this code to access the FB group!

Next Focus Deadline
July 1 • The Summer Issue
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Officers
President
TAMMY RUSH president@uniteddobermanclub.com • (316) 619-0704

Vice President
TAMMY MARSHALL WELDON vicepresident@uniteddobermanclub.com •

(270) 392-0568

Treasurer
MERYL U. WINNIE treasurer@uniteddobermanclub.com • (518) 895-8506

Recording Secretary
DIANE LINSTROM recordingsecretary@uniteddobermanclub.com

Corresponding Secretary
MARIA CISKI correspondence@uniteddobermanclub.com • (316) 214-7829

Membership Secretary
SUZAN SHIPP membership@uniteddobermanclub.com • (660) 441-3822

Member Club Secretary
RENE BENAVIDES memberclubs@uniteddobermanclub.com • (412) 584-8446

Regional Directors

Northeast
JOE CAPRIO northeastdirector@uniteddobermanclub.com • (716) 598-1830
Connecticut, Delaware, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, Maine, New Hampshire,
New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Vermont

Mideast
SHAWN GADOW mideastdirector@uniteddobermanclub.com • (815) 441-3604
Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Michigan, Ohio, Virginia, West Virginia

South
SARAH POWELL southdirector@uniteddobermanclub.com • (202) 236-8876
Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee

Mid-South
TRACY GORE midsouthdirector@uniteddobermanclub.com • (501) 940-1151
Arkansas, Kansas, Louisiana, Oklahoma, Texas

Mid-Central
PAT SIMMS midcentraldirector@uniteddobermanclub.com • (314) 749-9862
Iowa, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, North Dakota, South Dakota, Wisconsin

Southwest
MEGGEN TRENT southwestdirector@uniteddobermanclub.com • (801) 500-0552
Arizona, Colorado, New Mexico, Utah

Northwest
SEAN POPE northwestdirector@uniteddobermanclub.com
Alaska, Idaho, Montana, Oregon, Washington, Wyoming

West
MARIE MILLER-ANDERSON westdirector@uniteddobermanclub.com • (707) 328-4513
California, Hawaii, Nevada

Canada
CATHERINE POISSANT canadadirector@uniteddobermanclub.com • (514) 260-1979
Canada

Officers and Directors

Photo Alexandra Smereka
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AKC Club Liaison –Marylyn DeGregorio
Archivist – Beth Bishop
AWDF Delegates – Simone Jeans/Ellen Gilmour
AWDF Event Website Controller – Judy Schmelig
Breed Survey – Linda Calamia
Breeder’s Directory – Pam Burns
Compliance Committee – Judy Schmelig
Conformation Committee – Jacque Matson
Director of Judges – Nazarene Mondello
Doberman Rescue – Pat Simms
DPCA Club Liaison – Victoria Hall
DPCC Club Liaison – Michelle Limoges
DVG Club Liaison – Larry Kye
FOCUS Editor –Marie Miller-Anderson
Forms Development & Maintenance – VACANT
Grievance –Meryl Winnie
Health – Katie Schwarzwaelder
IDC Club Liaison – Jovana Bukvic
IGP – Leslie Harry
IGP3 Club – Debbie Hartzell
Insurance –Meryl Winnie

Board Appointments and Committees
April 2022 — May 2023

Legislative – Marylyn DeGregorio
Litter Announcements – Pam Burns
Membership Development – VACANT
Mentoring Program – Larry Kye
National/International Events – VACANT
Obedience –Meryl Winnie
Parliamentarian – Pat Murphy Cornelius
Search and Rescue – Diane Linstrom/Maria Ciski
Service Dog Award – Maria Ciski
Social Media: Facebook and Instagram – Justin Petty
Storehouse/Zazzle – VACANT
Team Coordinator – VACANT
UDC Fall Classic IGP Championship 2022 –
Working Dobermans of the Flint Hills

UDC National 2022 – New Age Tri State Doberman Club
UDC Registrar/Administrator of Records – Judy Schmelig
UKC Club Liaison – Brandy Billington
UScA Club Liaison – Joanna Romeo-Fasolo
Versatility Program – Julianne Ferado
Webmaster/Website – Joanna Romeo-Fasolo

Would you be perfect for one of the VACANT committee spots?
Want to know more about any of the open positions?

Just email UDC President Tammy Rush and ask: president@uniteddobermanclub.com.

Here’s a great way for people to keep up with what goes on in the club — a Google Group just for
UDC members! Just type this address in your browser:

https://groups.google.com/g/united-doberman-club

When people join and are approved as a UDC member, they are set up in the UDC Google Group.
They may not remember or the notice got tossed in spam. If you can’t get on the UDC Google Group,
just ask President Tammy Rush to add them.

Don’t forget UDC has a Facebook discussion group too! To join the UDC Facebook
Discussion Group, contact your sponsor or admins Suzan Shipp or Tammy Rush, or go
to https://m.facebook.com/groups/535443149956029 and click on JOIN THIS GROUP.

Do you know
about the UDC
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UDC Member Clubs Effective January 1, 2021

Photo Hyson Mazique

Mid-East Region
DRAGONSTONE WORKING DOBERMAN CLUB
Wonder Lake, IL • Steve Brown-President • Simone Jeans-Club Contact (608) 575-8478
bod@dragonstoneworkingdobermanclub.com • www.dragonstoneworkingdobermanclub.com

Mid-South Region
MID-SOUTH WORKING DOBERMAN CLUB
Jacksonville, AR • (901) 605-8801 • gsdobe@bellsouth.net

PYRAMID WORKING DOBERMAN CLUB
Collierville, TN • Carma Cleveland • (901) 605-8801 • gsdobe@bellsouth.net

WORKING DOBERMANS OF THE FLINT HILLS
Augusta, KS • Tammy Rush • (316) 619-0704 • workingdobermansflinthills@gmail.com

Mid-Central Region
MID-CENTRAL WORKING DOBERMANS CLUB
Warrensburg, MO • Suzan Shipp • (660) 441-3822 • mcwdclub@gmail.com

Northeast Region
NEW ENGLAND WORKING DOBERMANS
Jamaica Plain, MA • Nazarene Mondello • (617) 522-0253 • alisandro1@aol.com

UPSTATE DOBERMAN CLUB OF NEW YORK
Honeoye Falls, NY • Dana Bowers • (585) 259-5209 • bowersd@gmail.com

VITA NOVA DOBERMANN CLUB
Darlington, PA • Joeri Veth • (412) 352-4006 • kschwarzy@aol.com

NEW AGE TRI-STATE DOBERMAN CLUB
Mahwah, NJ • Ellen Gilmour • (201) 788-1328 • Ellen_gilmour_designs@yahoo.com

Northwest Region
WESTERN WASHINGTON DOBERMAN CLUB
Lakewood, WA • Sean Pope • Sp446687@gmail.com

PACIFIC NORTHWEST DOBERMAN PINSCHER CLUB
Rockford, WA • Sue Kelly Walsh • (509) 291-3147 • Desperadodobes@aol.com

South Region
OLD NORTH STATE WORKING DOBERMANS
Wake Forest, NC • Leslie Carpenter • (919) 556-4643 • www.oldnorthstateworkingdobermans.org •
oldnorthstateworkingdobermans@gmail.com

HURRICANE WORKING DOBERMAN CLUB
Citra, FL • Virginia Rogers • (256) 747-8299 • dobegirl@bellsouth.net

Southwest Region
SPORT DOBERMAN CLUB OF COLORADO
Bailey, CO • Bonnie Guzman • (303) 733-4220 • Bonefinder51@gmail.com

NOTE: If your information has changed, please notify the Member Club Secretary René Benavides
(memberclubs@uniteddobermanclub.com) so your club’s posting can be updated in the next issue.

TO FORM A UDC MEMBER CLUB, SEE CHAPTER 3A OF THE ADMINISTRATION MANUAL.



Sarek is multiple IGP3, always pronounced in protection. Sarek is very versatile and excels
in everything I do with him. He is currently working on his Master Agility Championship.

• OFA excellent hips, OFA normal elbows, vWD clear, normal echo 2021, normal holter 2021, DCM 1 & 2
clear, OFA eyes normal, DM clear •

Breeder:Wendy Schmitt

Owner: Debbie Hartzell
email: navistardb@gmail.com
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New UDC member
Emanuel Guay is
from Otterburn Park,
Quebec, Canada,
where he works in a
school. He joined
UDC to be a member
of a group that
matches his vision of
the Doberman, the
Total Doberman. He
became interested in
the breed 10 years
ago when he wanted
to have a dog. When
a friend told him
about the Doberman
breed, he started to
read about the breed
and immediately he
knew he had found
qualities that he was
looking for in a dog.

Emanuel is drawn to the breed by the Doberman’s
focus, discipline and all the work possibilities that
the dog can do, and the fact that the Doberman is re-
ally a different breed in its vision and the way to edu-
cate it.
While his dog currently has no titles, he plans to

compete in IGP and conformation shows, and to go
as far and as high as possible with his dog. �

Introducing new member
Emanuel Guay

Next Focus is the summer issue. Deadline July 1!

2022
UDC IGP

FALL CLASSIC

The 2022 UDC IGP Fall Classic will be
held on Saturday, October 8 and Sunday

October 9, 2022 in Topeka, Kansas.

HOST:
Working Dobermans of the Flint Hills

LOCATION: Topeka, Kansas

IGP JUDGE: Tim Karchnak

HELPER: TBD

EVENT SECRETARY: Tammy Rush
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The Puppy

UDC SAR Puppy Project is a program created to match Dobermans with unique
working ability with a handler who is looking for a search K9. Interested handlers should apply
to the UDC, and when a donated puppy is available that puppy will be tested for their area of
expertise and decide if the particular dog is appropriate for that type of search. Here are updates
on the most recent dogs placed throught the Puppy Project dogs.

Update

Venture
Echorun’s Protector of
Venture’s Homeland, aka
Venture, and owner Rayanne
Chamberlain. Venture is
continuing to work on
all the skills necessary for
him to certify for human
remains. He is also loving
the snowy winter! �

Dimash
Dimash, aka Swift Run’s The Peacemaker, DOB 6/3/2020, is up for
certification in human remains detection and obedience in April 2022,
and has started to field on non-criminal cases for human remains. He
has already gone on his maiden search, a suicide case. His search acumen
is stellar and his drive, unmatched. Above all, he has an impeccable
temperament around adults and children. Dimash is owned by Bonnie
Guzman. Photo by Faye Manceaux �
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Rizzy
Swift Run’s Lacey Rizzoli, Rizzy, and
owner Cris Bean. Rizzy continues her
work in the discipline of Human Remains
Detection as a deployable member with
Michigan Search and Rescue and Michigan
Task Force 1. She continues to improve on
her skills on rubble piles and buildings as
well as building confidence for shoreline
and river work. Rizzy enjoys agility for the
sheer fun of it. �

Quinn
UDC CH Treasure Seeker’s

Calypso Nights CGC WAC SAR-
HRD. Quinn has spent the past

months training and preparing for
national certification in Human
Remains Detection. As part of her
training, she has been working

wilderness searches and building
searches. Quinn participated in
a joint team training hosted by

the Kansas Search and Rescue Dog
Association in Topeka, Kansas.

Quinn also participated in a two-day
training seminar at Crisis City in

Salina, Kansas, hosted by the Kansas
Task Force, which provided an

excellent opportunity for dogs to
train and prepare for disasters.

Quinn is owned by Maria Ciski. �

Rüger
Carrie Gove reports that Swift Run’s Magic Man, aka Rüger, has been
a busy big brother this year welcoming in the newest member of our
pack, Ada. Just like a true gentleman, he has an amazing ability to be
gentle and patient, but get the Nerf dog gun out and it is GAME ON!
We are gearing up for his HR certification in March with AMPWDA
and looking to do some forensic seminars later this year. Any time
we are out on a walk or hike, we get so many compliments on his
gentle demeanor around children and seniors in the community.
His wonderful breeding and handling as a young puppy by Tammy
Marshall-Weldon has made us happy and proud owners of this BIG
GUY who has the ability to be a great working dog but a gentleman
when it is needed. �

Kimber
Kimber, Iconic's Kissed by Fire, and
owner Lori Schneegass.We are thankful
that we have had a mild winter so far as
it has allowed us to continue working
outside and continuing to build on
Kimber’s scent catalog. We are looking
forward to several scheduled seminars
this spring. Kimber continues to be an
amazing partner. Photo by Brandee Knight. �
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Versatility Committee Report | Spring 2022

Congratulations to the following very special Doberman and his proud owner
for their attainment of the VC title during the month of January 2022!

Send me your new and updated Versatility Profile Questionnaires for the “Versatility Spotlight” feature in Focus! Don’t
pass up this unique opportunity for recognition of your Doberman companion and your accomplishments together as a
working team!
Please check the VC and VCX listings published in the UDC Focus and on the UDC website and let us know if you find

that your VC or VCX titles have been inadvertently omitted or misstated. If you have earned new titles since your VC or
VCX title was awarded, let me know and I will be pleased to announce your new titles in the next Versatility report!
If you would like more information on the UDC Versatility program or a VC-VCX application, please print out the

Versatility Title Requirements and Application Form from the UDC website at www.uniteddobermanclub.com or
contact me at my email address at feradobes@gmail.com.

Julianne Ferado UDC Versatility Committee
P.O. Box 58455 • Renton, WA 98058-1455

UDC VC and VCX

Tabulated by Julianne Ferado

Date Title Earned Dog Name and Owner

Jan. 10, 2022 Horizon’s Rolls Royce, BH, WAC, CGC, CGCA, CGCU, TKI
Owned and loved by Bunnie Lezon

New VC and VCX Titles: April 1, 2021 — January 31, 2022
Compiled by Julie Ferado, UDC Verstility Title Registrar

UDC Versatility Companion (VC)

Date Title
Number Awarded Dog Name Owner(s)
165 ........1/10/22 ......Horizon’s Rolls Royce BH WAC CGC CGCA CGCU TKI...............................................................Bunnie Lezon

UDC Versatility Companion Excellent (VCX)

No new VCX titles during this time period.

For a complete list of VC- and VCX-titled dogs, please email Julie at feardobes@gmail.com.



2021 UDC Fall Classic National Champion
High Tracking, Obedience, Protection and High in Trial

2020 UDC IGP3 Nationals 3rd place

2019 UDC IGP3 Nationals 3rd place
High Tracking, Protection

2018 UDC IGP1 National Champion

IGP x 4
Protection score 100 x 2 (IGP2, IGP3)

AVAILABLE FOR STUD

Fully health tested — Echo 2021 normal • Holter 2021 normal
DCM1 clear • vWD carrier • OFA CAER (eyes) normal

OFA hips, elbows, thyroid completed can be verified on website.

Owner: Leslie Harry
724-413-5781 • Lesharry34@gmail.com

(Ferro vom Bergkönig IGP3, FH1 x Multi-European Champion Celebrity v.h Liopiris)
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Meryl Winnie reports that her Cara’s Steal The Sun
From The Sky CDX RN BN NW-1 ASCA-CDX CGC,
aka Joules, was born July 14, 2009 so is getting ready
to celebrate turning 13. Joules is sired by Cara’s Top
Shelf IPO3 Sch3 FH and out of Irinland Ingeborge
Isidá Cara UDX VER RAE2 ASCA-UD VC WAC ATT
CGC, and was bred by Ray Carlisle. Here’s wishing a
very special Happy July Birthday to Joules!

UDC pays tribute to Dobermans that
have reached age 10 and beyond.

2022 UDC NATIONAL • MAY 17–22 Middletown, New York
Host Club: New Age Tri-State Doberman Club

When: May 17 through May 22, 2021
Where: 120 Tetz Lane, Middletown, NY 10941

What: THREE Conformation Shows, THREE Obedience Trials, IGP Trial, Health Clinic,
SAR Clinic, Breed Survey, TWO-Day Obedience/Protection Seminar, WAE, CGC

AKC Judges: Bill Craig, Edward Hall, Karen Wrey, Nancy Barret, Estelle Corr
Breed Survey Judge: TBD • Temperament Test Judge: Nazarene Mondello
IGP Tracking Judge: Dorwin Anderson, CWDF
IGP Obedience Judge: Bogdan Sergo, FCI
Protection to be judged by both Dorwin and Bogdan
IGP 3 Helpers: Mark Pellon and Adriel Linyear • IGP 1 and 2 Helper: Chris Busch
Breed Survey Helper: Juan Morales • Tracklayers: TBD

Event Photographer: Shelby Wise

Event Chair: Ellen Gilmour
Event Secretary: Sally Rusin

TT, WAE, Breed Survey Chair: Betty Crockett
Get your 2022 National swag at uniteddobermanclub.com
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History of Mondioring. At the beginning of the 1900s
when Germany was developing Schutzhund to test the
working breeds of their country, neighboring countries of
Belgium, France and the Netherlands were developing their
own tests of Belgium Ring, French Ring and KPNV for their
working breed tests, respectively. After almost a century of
comparing dogs based on different tests, representatives
from each of these countries wanted to create one test for
all countries and all breeds to “level the playing field” when
comparing dogs.
This test came to be called Mondioring, which translates

to “World Ring.” It was developed in the late 1980s and was
just introduced to the United States around the year 2000.
Who can play? Mondioring is an FCI protection sport

open to all breeds. In the United States, it is administered
by the United States Mondioring Association (USMRA),
another member club of the AWDF. UDC Dobermans can
compete using their AWDF scorebooks, and what’s more,
Dobermans are good at it! Dobermans approach the sport
differently than the most popular breed from the sport’s
origins, the Malinois, but it appears the Doberman has
some apparent advantages.

What is it? Like IPO, Mondioring combines the
elements of obedience, scentwork, agility and protection.
Mondioring exercises are based on functionality while
testing endurance, agility and control. Stable temperament
is tested through the novelty of the trial field, distractions
and threat. A clear head is tested through trickery and
novelty within the exercises. There are 17 exercises in Level
3. They are run one after the other, taking approximately
35 to 40 minutes to complete. The order of the exercises
and how they are set up is determined by the judge on the
day of the trial.
Each trial revolves around a unique theme chosen in

advance. The hosting club decorates the field with props
and distractions, and creates the hides, retrieve items and
other items needed for the trial according to this theme. On
trial day, the judge then selects the items to use in the trial
and sets up each exercise using his/her own creativity and
the theme of the trial. Some fun trial themes have been
Circus, Laser Tag, Creepy Crawly Things, Minnesota State
Fair, Halloween and Steven Speilberg Movies, but the
options are endless. The Defense of Handler exercise is one
of the most creative exercises, as it really plays into the

Mondioring
A Fun, New Challenge for the Doberman

by Maureen Haggerty, President, United States Mondioring Association
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theme of the trial. It is meant to entertain the spectators. The
decoys follow a short skit designed by the judge utilizing the
props and decorations on the field. The handler/dog team is
incorporated throughout the skit, but may not speak. Then at
some point one of the decoys will surprise the handler/dog
team with an “attack” on the handler (a hit with both hands
usually on the back), at which time the dog must defend its
handler by biting the aggressor. The decoys try to lure the
dog away from its handler through ruses of friendliness,
aggression or other distractions. Or one decoy will become
violent and attract the dog while a second decoy sneaks up
from behind for the “attack” on the handler. Mondioring is
the ultimate test in the dog’s understanding of its training.

Continued on next page

About the Author
Maureen Haggerty left her corporate career as an actuary
in 2002 and stumbled into dog training after acquiring
two Dobermans. Her skills and passion for dog training
developed into The Canine Coach, a large pet dog training
business with five locations and more than 50 dog trainers
and staff serving the metro area of Minneapolis and St.
Paul, Minnesota. After such success, Maureen decided to
sell her business in 2019 to enjoy the retired life with her
partner Tim and training her personal dogs in Mondioring

Maureen discovered Mondioring in 2006, and acquired
her first working Doberman, Andolf v Hess, to train for the
sport in 2007. They went on to become the first Mondioring
3 doberman in the USA and second Doberman in the
world! After learning the sport, Maureen set out to find
another Doberman she could do even better with in
Mondio. She settled on two breedings in 2015, and
acquired two puppies: Quill von Ferrenberg from
Germany and Elara’s Alfrido the Great from Ellen Gilmore
in New Jersey.

Quilly and Frido went on to achieve Mondioring 3,
being the fourth and fifth Dobermans in the world to do
so. But Maureen also learned with Quilly and Frido that
Dobermans can be competitive with the Malinois that
dominate the sport. Maureen retired Frido after successfully
competing at MR3 four times in a row and then playing at
the 2021 National. Quilly is currently ranked fourth in the
country and will be competing in the 2022 National.

Maureen is excited for this summer to focus on the
training of her new Doberman, High Mark’s La Cenrentola
v Castle (Grecko x Omega v Castle from Debi Johnson
Zepick) and for the breeding of Frido and Quilly to produce
the first litter specifically bred for Mondioring.

Maureen served as treasurer of USMRA in 2020-2021,
and is now serving as USMRA president. �
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Another unique aspect of
Mondioring is its extreme jumps. At
Mondioring 3, there are three jumps:
a hurdle at 1.2 meters (about 4 feet),
a long jump at 4 meters (13 feet),
and the palisade (a wall jump) at 2.3
meters (7.5 feet). The good news is
the jumps do not involve a retrieve.
(However, the retrieve exercise may
involve a jump.) I find the hurdle and
long jump are quite natural for the
Doberman. The palisade, where the
dog jumps vertically, is more of a
challenge, especially a large Doberman
with a bigger chest. My current two
are on the smaller size, under 70 lbs.,
and they manage the palisade pretty
well. You also have the option to
jump at lower heights for a reduction
in points earned.
At Level 1, only one jump is

required, and at Level 2, only two.
And the protection portion of

Mondioring? We all love the bitey part of our sports, and
Mondioring has seven protection exercises at Level 3. It’s
the bulk of the program, lasting about 20 minutes. I have
included a chart at the end of this article comparing IPO to
Mondioring, and a link to videos of my female Doberman,
Quill v Ferrenberg, demonstrating exercises from one of her
Mondioring 3 trials (https://tinyurl.com/pvv2vecb).
What are a Doberman’s advantages in Mondioring?

First, generally speaking, the Doberman can be a clearer
thinker than other high-drive dogs that may be over run by
an incessant urge to bite. A clearer thinker is going to have
an advantage in a sport that involves trickery to test the
dog’s control and understanding of its job.
Second, the Doberman thrives on threat. They are bred

to trigger on a threat, not just follow a prey-chase-bite
instinct. In the bitework at the upper levels, there are larger
threat displays utilizing a stick, accessories or barriers. The
decoy’s job is to intimidate and threaten the dog. I have
found my Dobermans get better Continued on page 24

Mondioring Continued from page 21



Echo Normal 2022
Holter Normal 2022
vWD Negative • DDBb
Good Hips, Normal Eyes, Elbows, Thyroid

(Ascomannis Tarzan x Cara’s Hard Decision)

(Ron v Edertal x Kalitha v Ferrenberg)

Echo Normal 2022
Holter Normal 2022
vWD Negative • DDBB
Good Hips, Normal Eyes, Elbows, Thyroid

Maureen Haggerty
651-470-5386

highmarkdobes@gmail.com
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Mondioring Continued from page 22
at the upper levels as their innate traits
of combatting a threat are triggered. For
them, this is where the true fun lies.
Third is nosework. There is no tracking

in Mondioring; rather scenting is tested in
two exercises. One is the “search for an
object” where the dog must find an article
scented by the handler that is among
identical articles 30 meters away, possibly
hidden. The second is the timed search for
the decoy as part of the Search and Escort
exercise. The decoy may be hidden
anywhere on the field, including in any
props, hides or mazes built for the trial.
When my Dobermans trial, I often hear, “Man, the Dobermans
have great noses!” Better noses or clearer heads, I don’t know, but
it’s definitely been a strength of my three Dobermans, each from
different lines, who attained MR3.
And the fourth advantage of the Doberman seems to be

endurance. The Mondioring trial at Level 3 lasts well more than a
half hour, up to 45 minutes. The Doberman’s endurance advantage
might be a factor of the Doberman’s cooler head rather than
physical stamina, but other competitors seem to have to worry
about hyperventilation and overheating more often than I do
with my black Dobermans.
Intrigued?My goal of this article is to pique your interest and

bring more fellow working Dobermans to this fun and challenging
sport. Help build respect for the breed by showing the world
Dobermans can do it.
If you would like to check out training or trials first hand, see if

you have one of our 25 U.S. clubs nearby. Mondioring culture is very
inviting, so I hope you check one out. But better yet, if there isn’t a
club in your area, start one! It only requires three people, and you
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can bring in people like
myself to teach you the
ropes, including how to
train the mechanics of
the protection exercises
without a decoy. Lots of
clubs, including my own,
hire decoys to come once
every four to six weeks
for the bitework training.
If you have any

questions about this
sport or how to get going,
I would be very happy to
talk to you. I can help
you with resources for
training and getting
into a club.
At the bottom of this

page is a link to watch
some Mondioring in
action. The USMRA 2022
National was just held
on April 8, 9 and 10 in
Pittman, New Jersey.
The USMRA website at
www.usmondioring.org
lists upcoming trials,
local Mondioring clubs
and so much more.
Check it out! �

A Comparison of IGP to Mondioring

To watch videos of Quilly competing at an Mondioring 3 trial. Go to

https://tinyurl.com/pvv2vecb
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Areally cool title all people should get with
their dog is the AKC Canine Good Citizen,
CGC, and the different advanced levels

of CGC that AKC offers, including AKC
STAR Puppy.
These titles can be given to dogs that aren’t

AKC registered or aren’t purebred as AKC offers
an alternative listing number, and the titles also
are accepted as part of service-dog training as
well. The STAR Puppy level, for instance, is a
“title” that validates puppy-level manners and
socialization as they work up to the CGC.
These are titles that evaluate a dog’s training

in basic home manners, and actions that any
well-socialized pet would have to know to be in

On Becoming aGood Citizen
by Kristi Sanders | www.AngelsDobies.com

Kristi Sanders with the AKC/CGC paperwork showing her pup has
passed the title requirements.

Right: It’s easier to evaluate a dog’s real-world skill in real
environments than at a show where situations are “simulated.”
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an urban environment or in public. There is even
an Advanced Canine Good Citizen that tests some
basic obedience and what a dog’s manners are in
doorways, around strangers, turning, walking on
loose lead, etc.
You can also get Trick titles, which are so fun! It’s

neat to see what AKC classifies as “tricks for the first
level,” and at all levels some items can be handler
made, like “Go get my socks!” or some specific thing
you have taught your dog. It’s so engaging to think
up, train and get trick titles! A cute one I taught my
Doberman was to jump on a bench and hand me
things off the table — that counted as two tricks!
Another was to have her touch things on command,
or high five things — she is very pawsy so I was
redirecting her so she didn’t punch me out by
accident — and these actually became tricks!
I have been a CGC evaluator for almost three years.

I started at Petco, and one thing I noticed immediately
is they combined the draw of the title with “buy more
training,” and they only did CGC, not any other levels,
because their insurance doesn’t allow them to do trick
titles or advanced outside of the building.
I quickly realized non-affiliated CGC evaluators were

definitely needed, both because people/pets who train at
home should also be allowed to be evaluated for their
efforts, and the higher levels of graduating pet/owner teams
should also get titles. I researched on AKC how to became
a stand-alone evaluator, and started doing them at my

working-dog club, my breed club and at the training
facilities I frequent. AKC also refers people to me, and
they tell their friends once they pass!
The AKC has made many changes for evaluators

since COVID-19. In fact, other than CGC proper, titling
via video format was added. That brought a whole
new level to being able to watch tricks remotely while
people were quarantined and training their pets! Lots of
training occurred!
The training/prep work really builds an expansive

experience that I think is important for the dog owner/pet
bond. Dogs just live for and love learning. I find that CGC
is a nice validation Continued on the next page

This dog proved he has all the skills to be a good
citizen by passing his CGC test at an outdoor mall.

Below: Granite Gables Katya of Snowland, owned and
trained by Kristi Sanders, proudly shows off her AKC STAR
Puppy certificate and medallion.
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Citizen Continued from page 27 for the
dog/owner team; I really enjoy evaluations
and seeing the happiness it brings owners
for the title and acknowledgement of a job
well done!
My favorite places to evaluate are Home

Depot, McMenamins or any dog-friendly
place. These are real-world places with real-
world distractions. Its fine to do the testing
at dog shows; however, a dog that passes,
say, an Urban CGC in a mall, at an outdoor
coffee shop or restaurant, is so much easier
to test real-world skills than at a show where
urban things are “simulated.” I find the real-
world distractions are a great test of skills!
Plus, when you’re in public with well-

mannered dogs, it’s a great PR (public
relations) image to the general public. I
have been approached by store shoppers
who watch the testing and then come up
and talk about wanting their first puppy —
and they are sooo excited at seeing the
evaluations. They ask, ”Do you have a
trainer referral I can have for when I get
a puppy/dog/rescue?”

I refer those people to the contacts I
know of locally, and give them a card to call
me or go to the AKC website so they can get
“that title you’re doing there” when they get
their first puppy. I just love that!
It’s just a proud moment to have the

public see the dogs being tested with the
total level of compliance between them
and their owners. The crowd reaction is
amazing when a dog passes in the real-world

environment. Total strangers
will clap, cheer and shake
peoples’ hands!
CGC evaluators are found

on the AKC website, and you
can contact them direct to get
testing in your area rather than
waiting for a dog show that is
offering the testing. �

Above: Electron N Foxfire’s
Adventure Accessory, owned
by Christina Martinez, with his
Canine Good Citizen, Urban
Good Citizen and Community
Canine title certificates.

Left: Kayta takes a well-deserved
nap after capturing her CGC title.



Trixie is shown here chasing her last major in Phoenix. Trixie also went WB both days at
Puywallup the weekend before. She is professionally handled by Lydia Hovanski.

KRISTI SANDERS
xena2lex@gmail.com

Left: Katya being owner handled by Kristi in the Linn County Kennel Club breed ring on Katya’s
way towards her Grand Champion Bronze. Above center: Katya is the demo dog for a tiny puppy

at a basic puppy class Kristi teaches. Right: Katya during MB1/IPO practice.

“Let’s go outside and train!” “Bad weather? Sigh. Nap time!”
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The Service Dog Committee’s goals have
changed over the course of time. Their initial
goal was to place a Dobermann with service

organizations; that later changed to recognizing
outstanding Service Dobermanns as well as
overseeing the Puppy Project and providing SAR
information to interested members.
According to Bunny Lanning,

in the early ’90s the committee
made a concerted effort to donate
a quality Dobermann puppy to a
guide- or service-dog facility. They
were met with resistance and many
obstacles, including a breed ban.
By 1997, Michelle Limoges

presented the idea of a SAR
workshop to the Board. It
was accepted. She organized
a three-day workshop where
Shirley Hammond gave an
informational SAR session
to anyone attending the
National who might be
interested in SAR. Since that
time, the SAR handlers have
provided puppy testing,
demos, fun dog games, “Can
your dog do SAR” and canine
conditioning exercises at
the National.
The UDC Service Dog of the

Year Award was created by
Terry Cherry and Joslyn Lee
Serafina in 1999. The first

recipient was Shirley Hammond’s dog, Cinnamon.
Michelle Limoges stated that

“Cinnamon was a Dobermann
SAR dog who inspired others
to join the SAR effort.”
Four SAR-certified Dober-
manns were also honored
posthumously for their
years of dedicated service, a
tradition that continued for
a number of years.
Linda and Joe Kurz

commissioned a smaller
version of the “Always
Faithful” Susan Bahary

sculpture set on a
wooden base. This
was intended to be a
traveling award. Each
recipient had a plate
attached and kept the
award until the next
National where a new
recipient was awarded
until its eventual
retirement. In place of
the traveling award, a
personalized plaque
was created for each
recipient to keep.
Please take a

moment to revisit these
special Dobermanns
who have received the
Service Dog award. �

The Evolution of the
Service Dog Award

1999: Metrodobe’s Cinnamon Stick TDX CARDA Disaster
Search, “Cinny”

Owner: Shirley Hammond • Breeder: Kathy J. Strong
Operational in Search and Rescue – Water, area and
disaster searches

2000: Boss vom Donautal SchH2 BH AD CD TD T3 D-CD
ATT CGC V, “Boss”

Owner: Ricardo/Julie Ferado • Breeder: Storm/Bill Bergen
Operational in Search and Rescue – Wilderness searches

2001: Lothlorien the Wizard v. Cara CD DGC U-thd VC
TDI, “Wizard”

Owner: Margaret Ann Wyse • Breeder: Bunny Lanning
Operational as a hearing guide dog

2002: Red Oak’s Brier, “Brier”
Owner: Ellen Higgins • Breeder: Owner
Operational as a pilot and therapy dog

2003: Jag vom Donautal B SchH1 Vc CGC, “Jag”
Owner: Ricardo/Julie Ferado • Breeder: Sue/John Hall
Operational in Search and Rescue - Human remains
detection and wilderness searches

2004: Wittrock’s Remington SchH 1 T-1 TR2 AKC TD UDC/
Can/ASCA CD ALC/UKC CDX WAC TDI CGC, “Remy”

Owner: Peter Higgins • Breeder: Bonnie Wittrock
Operational as a therapy dog

Service Dog of the Year Recipients
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2005: Wittrock’s Cascadian Tiger BH CD TD CGC VCX
Owner: Michelle Limoges • Breeder: Bonnie Wittrock
Operational in Search and Rescue

2006: Metrodobe’s Spicy’s Sunnyboy WAC FEMA Type 1,
“Sunny”

Owner: Shirley Hammond • Breeder: Owner
Operational as a FEMA disaster dog

2007: Dare’s Terra Firma CDX WAC VC ThD CGC TDI
Owner: Laura Holum
Operational as a service guide dog

2008: Alexander’s Loki BH CGC, “Jaeger”
Owner: Pamela Stevens, Hartford Police Department
Breeder: Owner
Operational as a narcotics detection dog

2009: “Chelsea”
Owner: Delores Schaub • Breeder: Owner
Operational as a service dog

2010: “Cota”
Owner: Rayanne Chamberlain
Operational in Search and Rescue – Wilderness searches

2011: Questwood’s Kisatchie Man CD, “Jaeger”
Owner: Irene Korotev • Breeder: Peter Betchley
Operational in Search and Rescue – Trailing

2012: First Stryk’s Zen of the Buddha LA IBCA Int’l CH
National CH UKC CH CGC, “Bodie”

Owner: Peter Betchley, Lecompte Police Department •
Breeder: Tiffany Mahaffey Brizendine
Operational as a narcotics detection dog – DEA K-9

2013: Ascomanis Heiko, “Harm”
Owner: Ricardo Ferado • Breeder: Lisa Shuller
Operational in Search and Rescue – Wilderness searches

2014: First Stryk’s Way of the Warrior CGC WAC, “Gabe”
Owner: Maria Ciski • Breeder: Tiffany Mahaffey Brizendine
Operational in Search and Rescue – Human remains detection

2015: Sterling Blue Sky, “Billy Blue”
Owner: Wendy Ewing • Breeder: Kevin Roeckl/Susan Taylor
Operational as a therapy dog and Search and Rescue

2016: Swift Run’s Warrior, “Porter”
Owner: Bonnie Guzman • Breeder: Tammy Marshall Weldon
Operational as a Search and Rescue Dog – Human
remains detection

2017: Desperado’s Hardy von der Accani BH CD CGC WAC,
“Todd”

Owners: Ellen Higgins, Sue Kelly-Walsh • Breeders: Owners
Operational as a therapy dog

2018: Swift Run’s Hell Hath No Fury WAC, “Tavi”
Owner: Bonnie Guzman • Breeder: Tammy Marshall Weldon
Operational as a Search and Rescue dog – Human
remains detection

2019: UDC/UKC CH IABCA Intl CH ICKC Grand CH Jerilyn
Blackwater Pindar Bewitched CD RA BH Fpr1/TR1x2
OB1 ATT CGC VCX, “Tabitha”

Owner: John Marinos • Breeder: Marilyn D’Errico/John Marinos
Operational as an explosives detection dog

2020: Rebholzer Rocky Mountain Trace of the Blood Moon
RN OAP OJP XFP SAR-W CGC TKA, “Trace”

Owner: Pam Burns • Breeder: Traci Mulligan
Operational as a Search and Rescue Dog – Human
remains detection

2021: Rebholzer Chasing the Moon, “Creed”
Owner: Jasper Walker • Breeder: Traci Mulligan
Operational as a service dog �
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by Suzan Shipp

Can you image the hard work, dedication,
time and hours spent forming a first-
ever working Doberman breed club?

Hard to believe it has been more than 30
years. My, how time marches on. For this
article I am going to share a little history
about that first year and first UDC National.
Before UDC, everyone was a member of

the Doberman Pinscher Club of America
(DPCA). Several of our founding members
and leaders who started this club were AKC
conformation judges and also did
Schutzhund. They could have marched on
by joining any AWDF club (DVG or USCA).
Instead they took the road less traveled to

form a first-time-ever Doberman working
dog club to promote our breed in the United
States. On August 26, 1990 a group of
dedicated Doberman enthusiasts with a
common vision gathered in Chicago to join
together in their effort to promote the
TOTAL DOBERMAN. They wanted to “go
beyond the one-dimensional-beauty-only
commonly adopted by the typical breed
club.” Personally, this takes me back in time
to 1875 when a few men gathered each year
in New York to brag about their shooting
ability and their sporting dogs, and from
that, Westminister Kennel Club became the
first dog club, with its first-ever dog show
being held in 1877. Westminister became
the second oldest sporting event in the
United States, second only to the Kentucky Derby and
the “Run for the Roses” held two years earlier, in 1875.
Amazing how much we learn from history.
I would like to share from the July-August September

1991 issue of the Focus some words from then President Ray
Carlise, who was a driving force in bringing this club to life.
In his president’s message he discussed the goals,

progress and objectives of the club. Ray stated that he felt it
was almost miraculous as most of the basic club work was
completed because the club worked so well together to get
things accomplished. They were UNITED!
Storm Bergin was the FOCUS editor at that time. This

was her message: “Pssst, You Out There! Do you have a
burning desire to see your name and your words in print?
Does your boss have to tell you to quit doodling about dogs
when on the phone with the company’s biggest client? Do
your friends tell you that you should find yourself a safe
and non-fattening hobby? Do your parents think you’re

going to the dogs? Well ... live up to those expectations! Go
to the dogs! Contribute to the FOCUS ...“
By this time they had held their first national

convention and competed in their first AWDF Schutzhund
Invitational, put together guidelines for conformation,
obedience and Schutzhund. They were very close to
launching the database and begin registering dogs. The
first membership roster that I have from March 31, 1991
shows 170 members, and at the time of this FOCUS in 1991,
according to Editor Storm Bergen, the membership was
approaching 300. They were very excited for the future of
our breed in America. At the June 1991 meeting they voted
in 68 new members, and in September, 45 new members
and three clubs. They were on fire and marching into
Doberman history.
Their goals were many, but it is interesting that the first

key goal listed is the need to support the club through
advertising in the FOCUS. I know Marie Miller-Anderson

T-shirt logo for the first UDC National Specialty Show

Let’s Take a Trip Back to 1991

ThenC Now
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can relate to that
for sure, as well as
recruitment of new
members and/or
member clubs becoming
active in hosting local
shows and trials.
Bill Knox reported

member club news with
six new UDC clubs:
High Desert Working
Doberman Club –
Renee Tanner, Palmdale,
Calif.; Southern
Vermont Working Dog
Association – Traci
Knights, Arlington,
Vt.; Total Doberman
Assoc. – Shareen Conn,
Denton, Tex.; Inland
Empire Doberman
Pinscher Club – Sue
Kelly-Walsh, Rockford,
Wash.; The Ultimate
Doberman of Dallas –
Bill West, Dallas, Tex.;
and Great Lakes
Doberman Sport
Club – Don Gossett,
Flint, Mich.
The first National

was held April 7–13,
1991 in Brooksville,
Florida. The show chair
was Dr. May Jacobson.
The conformation and
obedience were matches
and not official events
because the rules for
these two events were
not voted on until the
September 1991 Board
meeting. Conformation
had 11 dogs and 13
bitches entered.
Obedience had 10
entries. In Schutzhund, there were two Is, two IIs and three
IIIs; two BHs and an AD.
The first club to hold a function was preparation by the

Inland Empire Doberman Pinscher Club in Rockford, Wash.
to put together a regional trial for Nov. 1991. I can feel their
growing excitement as they saw their dream take off.
We owe a great deal of gratitude to these stalwart

members who pressed on and accomplished so much in
so little time in order for us to showcase our Dobermans
in working-dog sports and become qualified for the IDC
world championship.

President - Ray Carlise
Vice President - Dr. May Jacobson
Treasurer - Storm Bergin
Recording Secretary - Carma Doyle (Cleveland)

Corresponding Secretary - Karen Benjamin
Membership Secretary - Renee Tanner
Member Club Secretary - Bill Knox
Regional Directors - Tom Solin, Gail Dodd, Nazarene
Mondello and Ellen Higgins.

Directors at Large - Ken Howe, Bunny Lanning, Pat Murphy
and Bonnie Wittrock.

Director of Records - Arnold Jacobson
SAR - Ricardo Ferado
Rescue - Traci Mulligan
Guide & Support Dogs - Traci Mulligan
FOCUS Editor - Kathy Ferguson
FOCUS Associate Editor - Pat Murphy
Marketing Director - Nazarene Mondelllo

The 1991 FOCUS had a total of 28 pages. �
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More great figures in Dobermans! Pictured below is
breeder, judge, lecturer, writer, columnist, long-time
president of the Doberman Pinscher Club of America

Peggy Adamson with her famous dog CH Dictator von
Glenhugel CD and Granda on Palanka CD at her Damasyn
Kennels in Roslyn Heights, New York, 1943.
Dictator was known as the Dobe king of the 1940s, siring

52 champions out of less than 100 litters.

Adamson was enormously important as a historian of
the breed, collecting invaluable information, photographs,
memorabilia and knowledge.
The photo on the opposite page shows a 1932 training

lesson in protecting a child, conducted by Carl Muser,
director of one of the first dog-training clubs in the United
States. Two Doberman Pinschers are being taught to
prevent a kidnapper from wheeling off a baby.

A Look Back in Doberman History
From the American Kennel Club Library and Archives

ThenC Now
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Muser was an important contributor to the Doberman
breed for more than four decades, beginning in the 1920s.
As early as 1912, he organized one of the largest police-dog
training clubs in his native Germany, and trained military
dogs for World War I. In 1922, he moved to America to
open a kennel, and in 1935 founded the first Working Dog
Club in America, the first of many clubs he would get off
the ground in his more than 50 years as a dog trainer, with
clients including Lou Gehrig. The purpose of the club was

to encourage and promote the owning, exhibiting and
training of working dogs by strongly accenting the good
behavior of the dogs in both the show ring and all phases
of public and private life.
Before World War II, he founded the Canine College of

America for aspiring dog trainers, professional handlers and
groomers. He was a frequent obedience judge, and saw
many of his Dobes also excel in the show ring. �

Join the fun!
2022 UDC NATIONAL • MAY 17–22 • Middletown, N.Y.

Host Club: New Age Tri-State Doberman Club
Where: 120 Tetz Lane, Middletown, NY 10941

More Info: uniteddobermanclub.com

• THREE Conformation Shows, THREE Obedience Trials, IGP Trial, Health Clinic,
SAR Clinic, Breed Survey, TWO-Day Obedience/Protection Seminar, WAE, CGC •
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ThenC Now A Look Back in UDC History

Reprinted from the UDC Focus, Fourth Quarter 1999



THE PAST

UDC CH Morgana’s Infamous Love
BH WAC RATM

UDC CH Morgana’s Heart Of Fire
BH ATT WAC CGC

Morgana’s First Love
BH CD ATT WAC

Morgana’s Diamond Lil
SCH 2 FFB CD TD WAC FH

Morgana’s Isadora AKC PTD SCHA

PENELOPE BROOKS, MD

THE FUTURE
Morgana’s Luck Be A Lady

THE PRESENT
Morgana’s Kismet SWE SCM SHDE NW1 RATS CGC
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The Dobermann Bloodlines
by René Benavides – Vom Bergkönig

Original publication date December 10, 2012

Iam writing these lines with the purpose of clarifying and
guiding all those novices who are just starting with the breed.
Like myself when I initiated, many of you will be full of

doubts, questions and concerns that with the time, reading,
advices from expert breeders from Europe and USA, chats with
international competitors, handlers, professional trainers and
the constant study of the pedigrees where finding answers,
clarification and deep understanding.
It is important to mention that this represents my personal

opinion, I do not want to convince anyone, and I also know
that many people might have different thoughts, even
contradictory to mine, which I do respect.
Unfortunately in the USA and in Mexico there is a huge lack

of information; taking advantage of this, many people will
“dress up” information with the objective of obtaining some
kind of benefit to themselves.
The “DOBERMANN” breed as the FCI (Fédération

Cynologique Internationale – the largest canine organization
of the world) recognizes its name and not “Doberman
Pinscher” as the AKC (American Kennel Club) calls it, has its
origin in Germany in 1985. Through the DV (Dobermann
Verein) “German Dobermann Club” the standard is regulated
and the pace is set for the development and evolution of the
breed, they are the owners of the standard and changes to it
can only be made by them. There is also the IDC (International
Dobermann Club) which groups all the Dobermann clubs
around the world (as long as they are affiliated) and organizes
the World Championship for both conformation and work.
There are two major dog “types” in the breed, the European

type and the American type, both with differences in
morphology, specially because the American type is regulated
by the AKC who made their own standard in 1982 with some
differences regarding the original DV-FCI standard, including
the registry of the four colors of the breed: black and rust, red
and rust, fawn and rust, blue and rust. Unlike DV-FCI, which
only allows the registry of two colors: black and rust; red and
rust. Around the ´90s, DV decided to remove the fawn and
the blue colors due to a frequent appearance of diseases and
illnesses related to the dogs hair and fur that only appeared
in these two colors. The presence of the albino “white”
Dobermann is a disqualifying fault in both AKC and FCI.
Inside these two “types” there are “lines” of dogs. In the

European-Euro type, there is a show line and a working line. In
the American type there are only show or conformation dogs;
it is important to mention as in many places they are popular,

ThenC Now

Nitro del Rio Bianco
European Show Line

Gino Gomez del Citone
European Show Line

Cobes von Warringhof
European Working Bloodline
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that the Argentinian Dobermanns come from the American
type. A line is a group of individuals that have been selected and
then bred according to some characteristics. Breeders that breed
show lines pay special attention to conformation details such as
big and square heads and bodies, big and heavier bones, certain
angulations on the front and rear extremities. Breeders that
breed working lines give more importance to the temperament
of the dogs, including their instincts, drives, intensity and desire
of work and solidness of nerves; they would look for qualities in
a dog that can work: bite, track and obey.
It is not the intention of this article to decide, establish or

debate on which type or line is better or worse, it is merely to
signal, point and clarify the differences that exist so people can
have a clearer vision of what is in our breed.
Inside the lines of dogs exists a lineage or stock with very

similar qualities, those are formed by a group of individuals that
share morphology “looks” and instincts or drives that usually
come from a certain kennel, and their characteristics are very
defined and similar in most of the individuals.
I am a big fan of the working bloodlines, obviously the

European working bloodline because it’s the only one that exists.
The effort and dedication of the working-bloodlines breeders
is huge, and they have paid special attention in the selection
based on characteristics and abilities for character, temperament,
instincts, drives, desire to please and work and solidness of
nerves. In essence, they are keeping the essentials that Karl
Friedrich Louis Dobermann (January 2, 1834 - June 9, 1894)
created the breed for: to guard and protect.
Nowadays, the breeders have important tools to promote the

working selection of the best individuals of the breed. These
tools are the bitting-dog sports such as French Ring, Mondio
Ring, PSA and Schutzhund, now called IGP (Internationale
Gebrauchshund Pruefung). IGP is divided into three phases:
tracking, obedience and protection. The main goal of IGP is to
demonstrate which individuals possess the best characteristics
mentally and physically to develop the trial in a satisfactory way.
The best individuals, meaning the ones that got the highest
scores, are the ones that are chosen as studs or breeding females
with the idea that they will pass their qualities to their offspring.
Unfortunately in Europe, because of a “commercial-monetary”

reason, there are people, judges, helpers and breeders, who
organize trials with the minimum levels of quality, with the
only goal of obtaining the title for the dogs so they can tell other
people with less knowledge that the parents of a certain litter,
are indeed titled in the sport. This is an easy way to sell puppies
or stud fees.
In Germany the DV sets as a mandatory requisite, for the

breeders that want to register their litters, that the parents must
pass a test called ZTP (Zuchttauglichkeitsprufung), the purpose
of this test is to make a selection of the dobermanns, that
according to the standard are the ideal or the most appropriated
to be bred and to eliminate from the genetic pool the individuals
that are “unfitted” or inappropriate for breeding, either because
they don't posses some characteristics morphologically or in
temperament or have major defects according to the standard
of the breed. Germany is the only country in the world that sets
this mandatory requisite to register a litter.

Continued on next page

Nello’s Lex Luthor
American/Argentinian Show Line

Cambria’s Cactus Cash
American Show Line

Larry von der Mooreiche
European Working Bloodline
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Bloodlines Continued from page 39 I often see and read
that litters or studs are advertised as “working bloodlines”
when the truth is those dogs are not even European. Lack
of knowledge in people and customers sets an easy way
for scammers. Also, being European doesn’t mean it is a
working bloodline, as having titled parents in IGP doesn’t
equal working bloodlines either.
I will try to make an exhaustive list that is not limited

(as there are many) of kennel names around the world. I
will mention the most well known or the most popular
(this doesn’t mean they are good or bad kennels), so when
a person is reading a pedigree they can identify the kennels,
the bloodlines and the type in that dog.
The famous kennel Norden Stamm of Jens and Allison

Kollenberg has been left aside the others, and the reason
is that I consider it as a watershed for the breed and, in
my opinion, one of the best kennels in modern history.
From that kennel came studs and females structurally
sound, harmonious inside the standard with beautiful
morphological features and high drives for working; even
people from other breeds admired the temperament and
determination of these specimens. From Norden Stamm

came show lines and show kennels that are the most
successful nowadays in Europe and, on the other hand,
some working kennels still have a few dogs of this kennel
in their pedigrees.
In every bloodline there are “good dogs,” “average

dogs,” “mediocre dogs” and “bad dogs.” The big difference
is the percentage of dogs that come up with good features
and characteristics in instincts, drives, temperament,
character and nerves, proper to develop world-class
competitive sport, specially on the protection phase.
Meanwhile, a litter from working bloodlines will have 60 to
90 percentage of success to get individuals with the desired
characteristics; in the European show lines will have a 10
to 50 percentage of success rate. And rates below 10
percentage in the American-Argentinian type of dog.
This fact is not hard to predict, and there is only one

reason: the show-line breeders give all the importance to
morphological structure and conformation while the
working bloodlines breeders put first instincts, drives,
fortitude, steadiness, mettle, character, temperament,
mental recovery, intensity, courage, bravery, determination
and willingness to please. �

• Van Neerlands Stam
• Vom
Residenzschloss
• Z Padoku
• Frankenhorst
• Weser-Ems
• Vital Screen
• Del Citone
• vom Klingbach
• Elite House
• Campovalano

• Roveline
• Slavnoi Stai
• Rio Bianco
• van het Wantij
• iz Zoosfery
• Diamante Nero
• Di Stefusto
• Livonija
• Del Nasi
• Sauli Grimaldi
• Ginga House

• Villa Conte
• Von Morosso
• Perlanera
• Tahi-Reme
• Di Prisconte
• Donauhoeve
• Renewal
• Di Modello
• Rauberhohle
• Vom Nemesis
• Von Karpatia

• Royal Bell
• Harten Kern
• Querce Nere
• Betelges
• Di Matario
• Hunnoterra
• Irinland
• Hellerwald
• Sant Kreal
• Feringis
• Pride of Russia

• Altobello
• Grande Vinko
• Daker
• Conte Drago
• Come As You Are
• Vom Lewan
• Havelland
• Wot A Triller
• Märkischen Land
• Strengbach

• Von der Mooreiche
• Doberwache’s
• Von der
Weyermuhle
• Vom Ferrenberg
• Van de Erjolihof
• Vom Maindreieck
• Von Forell
• Vom Edertal
• Von der Hageleite

• Von Utgard
• Vom Haus Astegg
• Von der Krillenburg
• Van de Kusthoeve
• Vom Landgraf
• Vom Burghof
• Fivelborgh
• Von der
Schwellenburg
• Vom Aurachgrund

• Van de Berkensingel
• Carlos Bohemia
• Vom Eschenbruch
• Von der Sonnenleite
• Von Beelen
• Ascomannis
• Jotunheim’s
• European K9
Training Base
• Briska´s

• Vom Warringhof
• Rhayader
• Von der Burgstätte
• vom Hause Ehrlich
• Covalta (now a work-

ing line kennel, started
as a show kennel)
• Von der Urftquelle
• Vom Ellendonk
• Altengarde

• Wudritz
• Von der Kollau
• Von Bayern

(now Pais Baviera)
• Von Spellen
• Do Zarzallo

• Kai Esa’s
• Marienburg’s
• Carolon´s
• Electra’s

• Del Samuray
• Aquarius
• Damasyn
• Nello´s

• Baden Baden
• of Jerry Run
• De Lex Luthor
• Gipsy Storm

• Black Shadow
• Rancho Dobe’s
• Aeolus
• Akido San

• Brunswig’s
• Invasor
• Foxfire´s

European Working Kennels

European Show Kennels

American-Argentinian Kennels (Show Dogs)

As part of the Then & Now theme, this article was originally published in December 10, 2012 and reflects the author’s thoughts of that era.
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Above: First Quarter 2000

Above: Third Quarter 2000

Right: Fourth Quarter 2000

Above: Second Quarter 2000

Left: Fourth Quarter 1999
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7/12/2012-12/6/2021
NAPWDA Certified Human Remains, yearly, 2014-2019

UDC Service Dog of the Year 2018

3/16/2008-5/5/2021
NAPWDA Certified Human Remains, yearly, 2010-2018

UDC Service Dog of the Year 2016

DOB 6/3/2020
To be certified in Human Remains Detection,

NAPWDA, April 29,30, 2022
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Enjoy some of the FOCUS ads from the past.
Clockwise from top left: Adlercrest Dobermans
from third quarter 1999; Ricardo and Julianne
Ferado’s Jag Vom Donautal also from third
quarter 1999; Eclipse Dobermans promoted
Morgana’s Forevr Chasin Phönix in the third
quarter 2000 FOCUS; a photo by Cindy
Noland highlighted Tammy Marshall-Weldon’s
ad for Swift Run’s Babe in first quarter 2000;
Sonata v Aquarius owned by Jessica Wilcock,
DVM, Talent Dobermans, was in the fourth
quarter 2000 issue; Bonnie Wittrock an-
nounced her young Wittrock’s Zzzzaaron
coming out in second quarter 2000; and an
action photo of Swift Run’s Brother Brix was a
highlight of the first quarter 2000 FOCUS.
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The German word Schutzhund translated is protection dog
in English. Over the decades, Schutzhund (SchH) has
gone through name changes as well as rule changes.

SchH/VPG titles became IPO (Internationale Prüfungs-
Ordnung) titles in 2012. The next name change in 2019
was from IPO titles to IGP (Internationale Gebrauchshunde
Prüfungsordnung) titles.
I have been a member of a Schutzhund club since 1988.

During my competition years, 1990 through 2013, the rules
as well as the attitude towards the purpose for Schutzhund
has changed. Schutzhund was developed to evaluate the
breed suitability of the German Shepherd dog. It has
evolved into a sport that has seen many changes to make
it compliant with public perception. Proof of this is the
naming of the person that tests the dog in protection.
Originally, this person was referred to as the “agitator.”
In 1991, this person began to be referred to as the “helper.”
There was pressure from the animal-rights activists in
the European countries for Schutzhund to have a more
public “friendly” perception. This is also the time that
“bite” began to be referred to as “grip” during the
protection phases.

Willi Ortner and John Edmonds translated the first
Schutzhund rule book from German into English. This
book listed the titles that were recognized by the VDH
(Verband für das Deutsche Hundewesen), the German
kennel club equivalent to the AKC. Following is a list of
those titles:
Schutzhund Examination Step I — (SchH I)
Schutzhund Examination Step II — (SchH II)
Schutzhund Examination Step III — (SchH III)
Tracking Dog — (FH)
Willi Ortner was the first judge for the United

Schutzhund Clubs of America (USA which became UScA),
that was formed November 21, 1975. At this time, dogs
were required to pass a temperament test to qualify for a
SchH degree, but this was not the formalized Begleithund
(BH) requirement of today.
Another requirement that has changed over the years is

that a minimum of a SchH I was necessary to trial for an
FH. Now only the BH is required before trialing for the FH
(Fahrtenhund).
Title requirements for entry into the Schutzhund and

Tracking Examinations are not the only thing that has

ThenC Now

Schutzhund Then and Now
by Tammy Marshall-Weldon

Alex at the1996 UDC National SwiftRun’s Babe Wins UDC National 1999 Babe Side Transport
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changed. The minimum age requirements have also
changed. The minimum age for SchH I was 14 months and
is now 18 months. The minimum age for entry for SchH II
was 16 months and is now 19 months. The
SchH III age requirement of 20 months has
not changed. And the only one that has
decreased is the FH applicant, from 20
months to 18 months. When the BH was
added as a degree, the minimum age was
12 months. That age requirement was
changed to 15 months in 2004.
Originally, six weeks had to pass

between trialing for the next degree. In
1989, the time was changed to 14 days.
Since 2004, the waiting limit between
trials has been removed.
SchH I/IPO1/IGP1. The first SchH I

tracks had to be 400 to 500 paces long. In
2004, that decreased to 300 paces. The
aging of these tracks has remained the
same at 20 minutes minimum. The handler
has always laid the SchH I track. This is the
only Schutzhund track that is laid by the
handler. All others are laid by strangers.
This has not changed. The number of
articles used was always two until it was
increased to three in 2019. The size of the
articles was limited to smaller than a
wallet. In 2004, the size of the article was decreased to
1½-inches wide by 4-inches long and ½-inch thick. The
number of 90-degree turns has always been two.
The SchH I obedience heeling routine was originally

performed on leash and off leash. In 2004, the heeling on
leash was eliminated. There has always been two gunshots
during the heeling off-leash exercise to test for aggression
and sensitivity. The “sit out of motion” did not change

until 2012. Originally, after the buildup of 10 to 15 paces,
the command “sit” was given and the handler continued at
a normal pace for 30 paces. In 2012, the distance after the

command to sit was given was
shortened from 30 paces to 15
paces. The down with recall has not
changed. After the buildup of 10 to
15 paces, the command to down is
given. The handler continues for 30
paces and turns to face the dog.
Originally, there was no pause
required before commanding the
dog “Hier.” Now the handler must
wait three seconds before calling
the dog, and three seconds before
commanding the dog to go to
basic position.
For the retrieves, originally the

owner had a choice of either using a
personal article or a dumbbell. The
two retrieves for the SchH I routine
was the retrieve on the flat and the
retrieve over the one-meter hurdle.
The send-away originally only

had a buildup of a few paces
before commanding “voraus.” The
minimum of 25 paces was required
before giving the down command.

The buildup for the send-away has changed to 10 to 15
paces. And the dog must continue for 30 paces before the
handler gives the down command. On signal from the
judge, the handler goes to basic position with his dog and
commands the dog to sit.
While one dog is performing the moving exercises,

there is another dog that is performing a long down. The
handler, with his back to his dog, Continued on next page

Alexander von Haus Jagen at the 1998 Courage Test Alex during the Courage Test, 1996 National Alex, IPO3 Hurdle, UScA 1996
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Schutzhund Continued from page 47
is 40 paces away. The distance was later
shortened to 30 paces. The dog is tested for gun
sensitivity with two gunshots while the paired dog
is heeling off leash.
Later, the retrieve over the scaling wall was added to

the requirement for a SchH I. But in 2019, the retrieve was
excluded. And instead, the dog only does a recall over the
scaling wall.
The original SchH I protection did not require two

blinds to be searched. That requirement was not made until
January 1, 1991. Originally, the agitator would be in a blind
and the dog would be sent into that blind from 40 paces
away. Upon finding the agitator, the dog
should bark and hold cleanly.
The handler picks up his dog, and the

agitator moves to another blind that is 50
paces away. The handler could take the
dog by the collar to allow the agitator to
step out of the blind. The dog is put on
leash and heeled 25 paces toward the
blind. At this point, the leash is removed
and the team continues toward the blind.
When the team is 5 to 10 paces from the
blind, the agitator attacks. The dog must
immediately attack the agitator and bite
hard. A 3/8-inch reed stick is used to hit
the dog twice on the less sensitive parts of
the dog’s body. When the agitator stands
still, the dog must out. This attack on the
handler is the most difficult test for a dog.
It is the first bite that the dog must
perform, and it is not done in prey drive.
This became an entirely off-leash exercise
in 1991. It was removed from the SchH I
routine in 2004. The reed stick used for
the stick hits was replaced by a padded

soft stick in 1992 to appease public perception and
is better accepted by the animal-rights enthusiasts.

In 2012 the terminology for stick hits was changed to “stick
stress test.”
After the dog outs from the attack on the handler, the

handler will hold him by the collar. This courage test begins
with the agitator running away. The handler can use
physical and verbal encouragement for the dog. When the
agitator is 50 paces away, the handler releases the dog and
can tell the dog “packen/bite.” The handler can follow the
dog until contact is made between the dog and the agitator.
When the dog is within 30 paces of the agitator, the judge
signals him to turn and run towards the dog. After the

bite, there are no stick hits, just
threatening gestures. If the dog holds
onto the agitator, the attack should
stop. The handler will out the dog
and do a controlled search. This
controlled search is performed by
telling the dog to sit, the agitator
to step back and put his hands up,
ordering the dog to down, and then
walking behind the agitator to do a
pat down and remove the stick. The
handler then returns to his dog and
commands it to sit. The handler/dog
team move into position beside the
agitator and do a side transport to
the judge to report out and turn
over the stick.
In 2004, the attack on the handler

in SchH I/IPO1 was replaced with the
escape bite. The escape bite used to be
in SchH II and III/IPO2 and 3 only.
The dog has just searched two blinds
and performed the hold and bark.
The judge signals the handler to

These photos taken by Nazarene Mondello
at AWDF in 2005 show Arras, owned by
Chris Rassmussen, above left and center,
and Sunny, owned by Jim Toman, in the
three photos at right. This trial was
memorable in that it was in Tennessee
during an intense rain storm.
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position himself five paces behind the dog. The handler
calls the dog with “hier, fuss” to come to basic position. Or
the handler can choose to pick-up the free-heeling dog. The
handler then instructs the helper to step out of the blind.
The helper proceeds to a predetermined location outside of
the blind. The dog is heeled to a location five paces from
the helper. The handler then goes to the blind. On the
judge’s signal, the helper attempts to run away. The dog
must prevent the escape with a grip. When the helper
stops, the dog must let go. Then the helper attacks the dog
and administers two stick hits. An out command is given
and the dog must let go and guard. The handler is signaled
to approach the dog.
The IPO1 new courage test/attack on the dog out of

motion begins with the handler and free-heeling dog
moving to the center of the field at the level of blind 1.
The dog now must sit calmly. The handler may hold the
dog by the collar, but is no longer allowed to pump up
the dog with verbal or physical stimulation. The helper is
signaled to leave the blind and walk to the center of the
field. The handler tells the helper to stop. When the helper
turns toward the handler and dog, he yells and threatens.
The judge signals the handler to send the dog. The handler
is also not allowed to say “packen/bite” anymore when he
releases the dog on the judge’s signal. The handler can say
voran or go. The dog must grip firmly. The helper drives the
dog, but does not apply stick hits. After the dog outs and
guards, the judge signals the handler to approach. When
the handler is beside the dog, he gives a sit command. The
method of disarming, taking the stick, from the helper is up
to the discretion of the handler. A 20-pace side transport is
done to the judge for the final reporting out. The dog is put
on leash and can lay down during the critique.
The SchH I/IPO1 routine for many years required that

two blinds be searched, and also that the manner of pickup
from the hold and bark be more controlled. The handler

may do a call out or heel the dog on or off leash out from
the blind, but can no longer go into the blind and take the
dog by the collar, as was done in the original trials. In
2019, the current IGP1 protection routine has returned to
searching a single blind. When the handler heels the dog
to set up for the escape grip, it can be on leash or off leash.
And heeling can be on leash or off leash when the handler/
dog team goes to the center of the field at the level of blind
1 for the courage test/long bite/attack out of motion.
The helper is no longer going to be in a blind before the
long bite.
SchH II/IPO2/IGP2. The first Schutzhund II tracks were

600 to 700 paces long. In 2004, the length of the IPO2 track
was lowered to 400 paces. Thirty minutes has always been
the minimum aging requirement. The number of articles
that were used has always been two, until it was increased
to three in 2019. The original article was limited to smaller
than a wallet. In 2004, the size of the article was decreased
to 1½-inches wide by 4-inches long and ½-inch thick. The
number of 90-degree turns has always been two. And this
track is always laid by a stranger.
The Schutzhund II obedience heeling routine was

performed on leash and off leash. In 2004, the heeling on
leash was eliminated. There has always been two gunshots
during the heeling off leash to test for aggression and s
ensitivity. The sit out of motion did not change until
2012. Originally after the buildup of 10 to 15 paces, the
command sit was given and the handler continued at a
normal pace for 30 paces. In 2012, the distance after the sit
was shortened from 30 to 15 paces. The handler returns to
the dog on signal from the judge. The down with recall
has not changed. After the buildup of 10 to 15 paces, the
command to down is given. The handler continues for 30
paces and turns to face the dog. Originally, there was no
pause required before commanding the dog “hier.” Now
the handler must wait three Continued on next page

Alexander von Haus Jagen at the ‘96 USA National Babe SchH III heeling, UDC National 1999
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Schutzhund Continued from page 49 seconds before
calling the dog. And the three-second pause is also done
before commanding the dog to go to basic position.
In 2004, the walking stand was added to the SchH II

obedience routine. The usual 10 to 15 pace buildup is
done before the stand command is given and the handler
continues at a normal pace for 30 paces. In 2012, the
distance after the stand was shortened from 30 to 15
paces. The judge will signal for the handler to return
to the dog. After a three-second pause, the handler
commands the dog to sit. All exercises begin and end
in a sit at basic position.
The retrieve on the flat with the 2-pound/1-kilogram

dumbbell has not changed. The retrieve over the meter
hurdle and the retrieve over the scaling wall for the
1½-pound/650-gram dumbbell have not changed.
The send out begins from the basic position and the

handler proceeds with the normal 10 to 15 pace buildup.
When the command voraus is given, the handler stops
and may keep his arm raised until the dog goes 30 paces
and downs on command. The judge will signal the handler
to go to basic position and command the dog to sit.
The long down is performed the same as it is during

the SchH I. In 2004, the distance between the handler and
the dog is decreased from 40 to 30 paces. The dog is tested
for gun sensitivity with two gunshots while the paired
dog is heeling off leash.
The Schutzhund II protection routine originally started

with searching six blinds. It wasn’t until 2004 that the
number of blinds to search was lowered to four. Originally,
dogs were not penalized for wide blind searches. In 2004,
the dogs had to search the blinds closely. The handler
must remain on the centerline as he moves up the field.
During the search, the dog is not faulted if it passes
behind the handler or is called to heel position for more
control. After 2004, the dog was only allowed to search by
crossing in front of the handler as the handler moves up
the centerline.
Once the dog reaches the find blind, the handler must

stand still as the dog performs the hold and bark. The
judge signals the handler to move into position behind
the blind. The handler is instructed to call the dog out to
heel position with the single command “fuss.” In 2004,
the accepted command was changed to “hier, fuss.”
After the dog is at heel position, the handler orders the
agitator to step out of the blind. The agitator proceeds to
a predetermined location outside of the blind. The dog is
heeled to a location five paces from the agitator. The
handler tells the dog to sit, tells the agitator to put his
hands up, tells the dog to down, and then proceeds to
search the agitator. This pat down was removed in 2004.
The handler then goes to the blind to be sure there are no
weapons hidden there. On the judge’s signal, the agitator
attempts to run away. The dog must prevent the escape
with a bite. When the agitator stops, the dog must let go.
Then the agitator attacks the dog and administers two
stick hits. Originally, this was done with the reed stick.
It was changed to a padded stick in 1992.
An out command is given and the dog must let go and

guard. The handler is signaled to approach the dog. The
handler tells the dog to sit and the agitator to step back,
turn around and move out. The handler and dog team

Top: Babe competing in SchH III, UDC National 1999.
Center: Babe retrieving over the hurdle. Bottom: Babe retrieving
over the scaling wall.
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then perform a back transport by following five paces behind
the agitator. On command of the judge, the agitator turns to
attack out of the back transport. The dog must bite and the
agitator drives the dog.
In 2019, the distance to follow during the back transport is

increased from five to eight paces. The attack out of the back
transport is eliminated. Instead, after the handler/dog team
follow the helper for 30 paces, the helper will stop. The
handler/dog team takes basic position next to the helper,
disarms the helper and performs a side transport to the judge.
In the original version of Schutzhund, the courage test is

performed after the attack out of the back transport. After the
dog is outed from the attack out of the back transport, the
handler approaches and takes the dog by the collar. While
holding the dog’s collar, the handler yells at the agitator to go
away. The agitator runs away 100 paces, making threatening
gestures. The judge tells the handler to send the dog. The
handler releases the dog with the command to “packen/bite.”
The handler is allowed to follow the dog until it makes
contact with the agitator. When the dog is within 40 paces,
the judge instructs the agitator to turn and run directly at the
dog. The dog should not hesitate and should bite hard. When
the agitator stands still, the dog will let go and guard. The
handler approaches and tells the dog to sit and the agitator to
step back. The handler instructs the agitator to raise his arms
and puts the dog in a down. After removing the stick from the
agitator, the handler picks up his dog and performs a side
transport to the judge.
After 2004, the courage test was performed after the handler

free heeled the dog to a spot designated by the judge, level
with blind 1. The handler may hold the calm dog by the collar.
The helper leaves the blind where the judge sent him and runs
to the center of the field. The handler can yell to the helper to
stop. The helper turns and runs straight at the handler and
dog, with strong threat. The judge signals the handler to send
the dog. The handler is only allowed to say voran or go when
the judge signals. The handler cannot follow the dog, as before.
The helper drives the dog, but without stick hits. After the
out, the handler approaches and puts the dog in a sit, the
helper is disarmed and escorted by the side transport to the
judge. In 2019, there is a reattack Continued on next page

Above: Tammy and Babe, SchH III, on the podium at the 1999
UDC National. Below left: Alex SchH III tracking. Below right:
Alex tracking at UScA 1996 National.
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Schutzhund Continued from page 51 after the long bite,
but without stick hits.
SchH III/IPO3/IGP3. The first Schutzhund III tracks

were 900 paces long. In 2004, the length of the IPO3 track
was lowered to 600 paces. The IGP3 track continues to be
600 paces. It has always had four turns that are 90-degree
right angles. The first tracks were a minimum of 50-minutes
old. The current track must be aged a minimum of 60
minutes. The SchH III/IPO3/IGP3 track has always had
three articles. The size of the articles was decreased from
wallet size in 2004 to 4-inch long by 1½-inches wide by ½-
inch thick. These tracks have always been laid by a stranger.
The SchH III obedience heeling routine has always been

performed off leash. There are two gunshots testing for
aggression or sensitivity during the off leash heeling. The
sit out of motion has the 10 to 15 pace buildup, the sit
command is given and the handler proceeds for 30 paces.
In 2012, the distance after the sit was shortened from 30 to
15 paces. The handler returns to the dog on signal from the
judge. The down with recall has only
slightly changed. The buildup of 10 to
15 paces is performed at a normal
pace, followed by 10 to 15 paces
running, then the command to down
is given. Originally, the handler
continued to run for 40 paces before
turning to face the dog and waited for
15 seconds or the judge’s signal before
giving the command “hier.” The
distance that the handler ran after
giving the down command was
lowered to 30 paces. The 15-second
pause was eliminated, and the judge
would signal for the handler to call the
dog and perform a finish. This exercise
was not changed during the rule
changes in 2012 or 2019.
The first SchH III routine’s walking

stand utilized the 10 to 15 pace
buildup before giving the stand
command. The handler continued for
30 paces. In 2012, this distance was
lowered to 15 paces. The judge signals
the handler when to return to the dog.
The handler gives the command sit
when he returns. From basic position,
the handler runs with his dog for 10
to 15 paces before giving the stand
command. The handler continues
running for 30 paces and then turns to

face the dog. At the judge’s signal, the handler recalls the
dog and then performs a finish. This exercise has not
changed. The next exercise is the retrieve on the flat with
the 4-pound/2-kilogram dumbbell. This exercise has not
changed. The retrieve over the meter jump and the retrieve
over the scaling wall for the 1½-pound/650-gram dumbbell
has not changed.
The send out begins in the same basic position and after

the 10 to 15 pace buildup the command voraus is given. The
handler stops and may keep his arm raised until the dog goes
at least 40 paces. In 2004, this was decreased to 30 paces. If
you lower your arm at the same time that you give the
down command, it can be considered a double command.
The SchH III long down is done out of sight, with the

handler standing inside a blind at least 40 paces away from
the dog. In 2004, the distance was decreased to 30 paces.
The judge will tell the handler when to return to the dog.
The SchH III protection routine is done off leash. The

dog will search six blinds. Originally, the dogs were not
penalized for wide blind searches. In
2004, the dog had to search the blind
closely. Originally, the dog could be
called back to heel position to ensure
that he goes in the indicated direction.
The dog was not faulted if he crossed
behind the handler, who must be moving
forward on the centerline. After 2004,
the dog was only allowed to search by
crossing in front of the handler as the
handler moves up the centerline.
Once the dog reaches the find blind,

the handler must stand still for the hold
and bark. The judge signals the handler
to move into position behind the blind.
The handler is instructed to call the dog
out to heel position with the single
command “fuss.” In 2004, the handler
was allowed to say “hier, fuss.” After the
dog is at heel position, the handler orders
the agitator to step out of the blind. The
agitator proceeds to a predetermined
location outside of the blind. The dog is
heeled to a location five paces from the
agitator. The handler tells the dog to sit,
tells the agitator to put his hands up, tells
the dog to down and then proceeds to
search the agitator. This pat down is
removed in 2004. The following is
unchanged. The handler then goes to
the blind to be sure there are no weapons

Tammy with Babe during SchH III tracking, UDC National 1999.
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hidden there. On the judge’s signal,
the agitator attempts to run away. The
dog must prevent the escape with a
bite. When the agitator stops, the dog
must let go. Then the agitator attacks
the dog and administers two stick hits.
An out command is given and the dog
must let go and guard. Originally, the
handler would perform another search
of the agitator. The agitator would hide
the stick so that he could use it during
the next exercise. The handler would
then instruct the villain to move
forward and the handler/dog team
would perform a back transport by
following five paces behind. The
transport would cover about 50 paces.
On command of the judge, the helper
turns to attack out of the back
transport. The dog must bite and the
agitator drives the dog. In 2004, the
transport was decreased from 50 to 30
paces. In 2019, the distance to follow
was changed from five to eight paces.
After the attack out of the back

transport, the dog is outed. The handler approaches and
takes the dog by the collar. The agitator runs away 100
paces with threatening gestures. The handler challenges
verbally. The judge signals the handler to send the dog. The
handler may say packen/bite when he releases the dog. And
the handler may follow the dog until he makes contact
with the agitator. When the dog is within 40 paces, the
agitator turns directly on the dog. The dog should bite
hard. When the agitator stands still the dog will out. Then
the agitator will reattack and administer two stick hits. The
agitator will stand still and the dog will out. The handler
approaches and disarms the agitator. A side transport is
performed to the judge that is 50 paces away.

In 1991, the rules called for two
helpers to test the SchH III dogs, the
front half helper and the back half
helper for the courage test. After the
attack out of the back transport, the
handler performs a side transport to
the judge. The judge instructs the
handler to free heel the dog into
blind 1 and has the second helper
step into a blind that is 70 to 80 paces
away. The judge signals the handler/
dog team to come to the center of
the field. The helper then runs to the
center of the field with the handler
yelling at the helper to stop or he will
send the dog. The helper reaches the
center of the field and runs away from
the dog/handler team. The handler
can encourage the dog verbally and
physically, while holding the dog’s
collar. On the judge’s signal, the
handler releases the dog with a
packen/bite command. The handler
can follow the dog until he makes
contact with the helper. When the

dog is within 40 paces, the helper turns directly on the dog.
The dog should grip hard. When the helper stands still the
dog will out. Then the helper will reattack and administer
two stick hits. The helper will stand still and the dog will
out. The handler approaches, tells the dog to sit, tells the
helper to put his arms up, tells the dog to down and
proceeds to disarm the helper. A side transport is
performed to the judge to report out.
In 1996, the VDH changed the rules for the courage test

to show more control. The handler is allowed to hold the
dog by the collar, but the dog must sit calmly and the
handler may not stimulate the dog. The helper runs to the
center of the field. The handler Continued on next page

Team USA at the 1996 FCI World Championship. From left to right: Jeff Pomeroy, AWDF Team Captain,
Mary Allen, Karen Rocco-Demola (who substituted for injured Joe Rocco in this photo), Dave Deleissegues,
Steve Miller, Martha Hoffman, Tammy Marshall, Kyle Nunn. Photo by Jeff Pomeroy
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Schutzhund Continued from page 53 tells the helper
to stand still, but instead the helper turns to attack the
handler/dog team. The judge signals the handler to release
the dog. The dog must grip hard and release when the
helper stands still. The helper will attack the dog and
administer two stick hits. The helper will stand still and
the dog will out. The handler approaches, tells the dog to
sit, tells the helper to put his arms up, tells the dog to
down and proceeds to disarm the helper. A side transport
is performed to the judge to report out.
In 2004, the method of disarming the helper is left to

the discretion of the handler. For the courage test/long bite/
attack out of motion handler can no longer say packen/bite
but can say voran or go. The handler is no longer allowed
to follow his dog up the centerline until contact is made. A
20-pace side transport is done to report out to the judge.
The dog is put on leash and can lay down during critique.
There are no changes between the performance of the

IPO3 of 2004 to the IGP3 of 2019. Only point allocations
have changed.
Begleithund/BH. In the beginning of Schutzhund, the

BH was not a requirement to enter for the degrees of SchH
I, II, or III. On January 1, 1992 the rules were changed to
require a BH. Now that it is a requirement, we have seen
changes to this degree. The BH heeling routine has always
been performed on leash and off leash. The original heeling
off leash also had two gunshots to test for aggression and
sensitivity. In 2004, the gunshots were removed. The
original sit out of motion began with a 10 to 15 pace
buildup before giving the sit command. The handler would
continue for 20 paces before turning to face the dog. The
distance was increased to 30 paces in 2004. The judge
signals the handler to return to the dog. In 2012 there was
a rule change that allowed for the handler to pause when
giving the sit command, but it is not required. The down
with recall begins from basic position. The handler and dog
team heel 10 to 15 paces before the handler gives the down
command and continues for 20 paces. This was increased to
30 paces in 2004. When the handler gives the command
“hier” the dog will come and sit in front of the handler.
After a three-second pause, the dog is commanded to go to
basic position. At this point, the handler puts the leash on
the dog and proceeds to the long down location. After the
dog is put in a down, the handler moves 40 paces away and
stands with his back to the dog. There will be two gunshots
fired while the paired dog is doing its off leash heeling.
After passing the obedience portion of the test, the dog

must perform the traffic-secure portion. This can be done in
an area of heavy pedestrian and vehicular traffic. If this is
not available, the club location can be used to simulate the
conditions. The judge is looking for a calm dog that heels,
sits and downs despite noise and confusion. The judge also
tests the dog’s behavior when it is left alone for two minutes.
A pedestrian and another dog will pass by to evaluate for
unacceptable aggression. The dog also must demonstrate
that it will come when it is called in busy traffic areas.
In 2012, it was required that all first-time handlers must

pass a BH/VT written test before being allowed to show
their dog for the BH.
The handler begins each phase of Schutzhund with 100

points. Minimum scores of 70 points in tracking, 70 points
in obedience and 80 points in protection were required
to earn a title and advance to the next degree. In 1994,
the FCI stated that 70 points was also a passing score in
protection. But the VDH and SV determined that 80 points
was required to move up to the next degree. In 2012, the
rules allowed you to advance to the next higher level with
70 points in all three phases.
The evolution of Schutzhund has been shaped by

animal-rights activists and public opinion. As competitors
and breeders of working dogs, we need to continue to
test our dogs for proper temperament. There is so much
information that we learn when we work our dogs in
tracking, obedience and protection.
The description of a dog’s courage, hardness and

fighting drive was once explained to me in the following
manner. Courage is what takes you to the fight, hardness
is what keeps you in the fight and fighting drive is what
wins the fight for you. They now refer to this as TSB,
Triebveranlagung, Selbstsicherheit, Belastbarkeit. It
translates to drive during conflict, self-sureness and ability
to take stress. They must be either pronounced or present
to pass. If they are determined to be insufficient, a failing
score is given in protection.
The Doberman was bred to be a personal protection

dog. This breed can and does compete in this sport at a
very high level. My Doberman Alex was high tracking at
the UScA Nationals in 1996 with 100 points and earned 98
points at the FCI World Championship in 1996. My dog
Babe was high protection at the AWDF Championship in
1999 with 98 points.
A famous trainer and competitor once told me that

luck is when preparation meets opportunity. Enjoy
your opportunities. �

Babe during the SchH III track, AWDF Championship 1999
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UDC Dogs at Play and Work

Photos clockwise from top left: Cindy Noland, Anne Lincoln, Megan Kersey,
Tammy Rush. Background photo Regina Allen
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Ihave a close friend whose greatest compliment — which
he very infrequently bestows on anyone — is the
appellation “a real dog man.”
Over several years, I have come to understand that this

endearing term means someone who loves dogs, working
dogs, whatever kinds of dogs — regardless of breed or age.
Someone who thinks, and more importantly, feels dogs
and has dogs in their blood. Whose idea of fun is training
rain or shine, with the worst dog in the group or the best.
Who can be objective about his dogs, but remains deeply
respectful to the innate wonder of each dog. Someone who
gets tears in their eyes when they talk about the “greats”
of yesteryear, not about the handlers, but about dogs —
and not even their own. This term “a real dog man”
most accurately describes Manfred Lerner of “v. Bayern”
Dobermann Kennels.
Of all the photos that I have from my last trip to Germany,

there is one that I wish I’d taken for it would illustrate the
essence of this man. But then again, maybe it was better

that I was distracted from reaching for the camera. Some
things you are meant to hold in your mind and in your
heart, not on paper. I was busy watching Manfred, grinning
and holding his newest puppy “Granit” with a look of
loving pride and excitement, that made everyone forget
that he’s been at this dog game for well over 30 years.
Throughout Manfred’s clubhouse are photographs of his

and other people’s long-dead Dobermanns, his old SchH3
Am Staff bitch, and a particularly interesting Boxer/Giant
Schnauzer cross. “Sammy” is dressed in German police
uniform, complete with cap — he stands as yet another
example of Manfred’s lifetime devotion to dogs. A mongrel
pup that was due to be put down, Manfred saved Sammy,
trained him, and later placed him with the police in a
neighboring town. Manfred beams when he tells of
Sammy’s narcotics suitability test, and how he destroyed
a cabinet to get to his drug toy. He is also now a certified
cadaver dog. Sammy still comes to visit, and by all
accounts, goes crazy with excitement when he sees

Manfred Lerner, owner of Von Bayern later Del Pais Baviera Kennel, passed away in December 2021.
Thanks to René Benavides for sending in this interview conducted by Lisa Schuler in 1998.

Manfred Lerner – A Real Dog Man
Article by Lisa Schuler (Ascomannis Kennel)

Part I was first published in Dog Sportmagazine in the November 1998 issue,
Part II in the December 1998 issue, and Part III in the January 1999 issue.

Ginni von Bayern with Manfred Lerner

ThenC Now A Trip To The Past
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Manfred. Not surprising. I didn’t find a dog there,
including mine, who didn’t think Manfred was possibly
the neatest person they had laid eyes on for a long time.
The first discussion covers why Manfred began

breeding Dobermanns and some of the dogs that
constituted his foundation stock. Included are some
obscure photographs of the famous Yago v. Ellendonk.
Manfred has very kindly shared not only his knowledge
and expertise, but has also offered for publication some
memorabilia that very few Dobermann fans would
ordinarily have access to. This kind of openness and
desire to educate others about the breed — this goes for
any breed, folks — is the example that must be followed
for the continued growth of all our working breeds.
Manfred isn’t giving up the torch just yet, but he is
more than willing to share the light so that others
may find their way.
In the final part of my interview, Manfred offers us a

uniquely rich and personal perspective on his breed of
choice, the Dobermann. He has trained military patrol
dogs for the German Air Force since 1977 (approximately
600 dogs), and has been involved with Dobes for even
longer. Manfred deeply loves dogs and dog training, and
is serious about his goals and their realization. But, on the
subject of people involved in dogs, and people in general,
he takes a lighter tone. Unable to keep silent about the
German tail-docking ban — an issue close to his heart —
Manfred cannot help but poke fun at the politicians
whose hunting dogs can still have their tails docked by
law. I am reminded of a small sign that hangs above his
clubhouse door that reads something like: “If every day
you work hard to teach your dog to walk on water, and
then one day, after much work, he does so, do not be
surprised or upset when other people say that he does
this, only because he is afraid of being in the water.”
Manfred was grinning when he showed me the sign.
Certainly the mark of someone Continued on next page

Anton von Bayern

Eiko von Bayern

Cassi von Bayern

Cliff v. Kirchbuhl with Manfred Lerner
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Lerner Continued from page 57 who has spent a long
time “with the wind at his front,” but has never strayed
from his dream.

PART I:
Manfred Lerner’s Background in Dog Training & Dobermanns
DSM: At what age did you first own a dog?
LERNER: My father was a hunter and worked already

with dogs. So, I grew up with dogs and dog training. My
first dog was a German Shepherd called Daga von der
Hermansheide. I was just 13-years old and already very
interested in training for Schutzhund.

DSM:When did you become a helper?
LERNER: In 1968, I became a member of the German

Shepherd Club (SV), which was already associated with the
VDH (Verband für das Deutsche Hundewesen). Very soon,
I began my work as a helper which I have been able to
perform for many years now.
DSM: I understand that you are Chief of Protection Dogs

for the German Air Force Base at Landsberg/Lech. Do you
also train dogs to detect drugs and/or explosives?
LERNER: I have done dog training for the German Air

Force since 1977. We also train dogs to detect explosives.
Two of our detection dogs are actually working in
Bosnia. Dog training to detect drugs is a task of the
German police, not of the Army. However, the Army
is thinking about using drug-detection dogs.
DSM:What breeds have you trained for the

Air Force?
LERNER: The trained breeds are German Shepherds,

Malinois, Bouviers, Dobermanns, Riesenschnauzer
[Giant Schnauzer] and Rottweiler. During 21 years
now, I have the experience of training approximately
600 dogs.
DSM:Which breeds do you consider the most

suitable for police-service work?
LERNER: Considering the great number of dogs

which have passed through my hands, I can tell that
you cannot compare the capabilities of dogs by their
breed. But the dog which I personally consider as the
most unusable for military and police is the German
Shepherd. This is for two reasons: The first reason is the
numerous health problems such as HD (hip dysplasia)
and problems in Bewegungsapparat. [Note: This is not
easily translated into one English word. Manfred is
explaining that the inherent gait mechanics — the
harmony between front and rear legs, spine, shoulders

and pelvis — are problematic due to
underlying musculo-skeletal afflictions].
The second reason is the good-
naturedness reached by breeding
with very calm dogs.
DSM:When did you get your

first Dobermann?
LERNER: I got my first Dobermann in

the year 1973, a female called Dona von
Fürstenfeld. I trained her at the German
Shepherd Club (SV). One day, two
Americans saw me working, and watched
Dona doing her bite work. They came
here to buy German Shepherds, but
finally they bought my Dobermann Dona
and took her to the United States. After
that, I had to leave the German Shepherd
Club. Dona had a very suitable working
character. She was natural, self-assured
and insensitive to noise. She had good
obedience and did good, hard bite work.
She was not so tall. She was 66 cm. high
and her structure was elegant. She had a
very dark face.
DSM:Why did you switch from

working with the German Shepherd to
the Dobermann?

Elisa von Bayern

Another view of Ginni von Bayern with Manfred Lerner
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LERNER:Well, I had had enough of trying to succeed with
German Shepherds. I could not reach my goals with these
too-gentle dogs that always had health problems in the spinal
column and HD. Then, I met the Dobermann, which I liked
very much. So, I got Dona. I think that we cannot compare the
German Shepherd to the Dobermann. These two kinds of dogs
have been bred for a long time to fulfill different tasks. The
German Shepherd originally was a guardian of sheep, as his
name says. His character is completely different. The
Dobermann has been bred in the past to be an aggressive dog
to make people afraid of the person who leads that dog. To
compare these two breeds is like comparing a tractor to a
Porsche. Both of them have their reason to be how they are.
DSM: Could you tell me about the character of the

Dobermann 20 to 30 years ago? Has it improved?
LERNER: In former times, the Dobermann was nervous

and very impressed by any kind of noise or unexpected action.
By special breeding which focuses on utility value, a stable
character for any kind of use has been obtained. This is the
only type of character which is valid for working dogs.
DSM: Could you tell me about the body structure of the

Dobermann 20 to 30 years ago? Has it improved?
LERNER: The structure of the Dobermann has been

improved in the domain of Bewegungsablauf [gait execution
and coordination] and HD. In some blood lines the structure of
the head became worse — stark abfallende, obere Kopflinie [downfaced].
There have been increased cases of death by heart disease and gastric torsion.
DSM:What do you consider the Dobermann’s best qualities are as a working dog?
LERNER: Their very pronounced drive to play and to get the Beute [prey].
DSM:What character trait would you choose to improve on in the whole breed?
LERNER: Generally, the Dobermann lacks in adaptability and in courage.
DSM:When you speak of the Dobermann’s lack of adaptability, what exactly do you mean?
LERNER: The adaptability has to be seen in the connection to being unscared, which depends on the nerve.

Some Dobermanns are very sensitive to a new situation, which they haven’t before Continued on next page

Above, below and at left: Jano von Bayern
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Lerner Continued from page 59 “rehearsed” how
to act. It is impossible to make them deal with new
situations because in any situation something different
will happen. This is when the dog shows you his nerve.
For many dogs, it is a problem to remain stable.
DSM: How do you rate Dobermanns in intelligence?
LERNER: Regarding intelligence, better [or] instinct,

I would like to say that the Dobermann is one of the
most intelligent breeds. He is always watching his
environment and checking the atmosphere out,
deciding whether everything is okay. They give you
the impression that they understand every word you
say, and I can tell you that they do!
DSM:When you speak of the Dobermann’s high play

behavior, how do you think this affects their workability?
LERNER: For all scent work with dogs, the play

behavior is the basis for success. A dog with much play
behavior is generally easier to train. It is the task of the
handler to see whether he needs to promote this play
behavior or whether he has to contain it for better
control and proper work.
DSM: Do you feel, as I do, that the Dobermann’s

beautiful appearance is also a curse — that many people
just breed them for their good looks and don’t think
of temperament?
LERNER: Yes, many people who have a nice house,

a big car and many other things to show who they are
are interested in the Dobermann because this breed
portrays noble birth and elegance with their impressive
appearance. Most of the breeders today focus on beauty.
You can find many more very big, beautiful Dobes in
national and international “beauty shows” than working
Dobermanns. It has been proven by statistics that tall
Dobermanns with a very large chest cavity can die
already at the age of 4 years. My goal as a breeder is first
to have a Dobermann with a good, strong character,
which at the same time is also a beautiful dog in
structure but without sacrificing their health. My
oldest Dobermann (from first “E” litter in 1975) died
at the age of 14 years. The Dobermanns which I have
bred are reaching an average age of 10 to 11 years old.
DSM: Manfred, how would you say that the German

public views the Dobermann?
LERNER: The German public mostly considers the

Dobermann a vicious attack dog. Many people buying
a Dobermann puppy have had this similar experience.
Their friends are petting the pup and saying, “Oh,
what a nice little dog baby. What’s his breed?” The
answer from the proud owner: “It’s a Dobermann.”
Immediately, the friends stop petting the puppy, jump
away from it and scream, “What a crazy idea, this dog
will eat you one day! Think about your children!” But,
this negative image is the fault of the media. If there
are bad dogs needed to be in films or TV, it’s mostly a
Dobermann, or sometimes a Rottweiler.
DSM: How many German Dobie kennels still breed

for service ability? (Interviewer expects a low number)
LERNER: Dobermanns are not very often police

dogs. But there is a simple arithmetic reason for that:
In Germany about 46,000 German Shepherds are bred
annually, while only 1,300 Dobermanns. The few
useful working Dobermanns are kept by the breeders

Above and below: Kassandra v. Bayern

Jaska v. Bayern
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themselves for continuing the breed and are, therefore,
just for personal use. So, it is very normal that you cannot find many
Dobermanns with the police.
DSM: How many Dobermanns do you know personally that are

doing police service work, aside from Kleo v.d. Weyermühle, who is a
GSV-Hund (Scent Comparison Dog who IDs criminals) for Nordrhein?
LERNER: I know of about seven Dobes working as police service

dogs. Most of the owners of these dogs are police officers who are very
attached to our breed. Using a Dobermann for service is publicity for
the breed. But the very good service dogs with Geltungstrieb are mostly
difficult to be integrated into the family. [Note: Geltungstrieb means to
have aspirations for rank and standing. Dominance is an aspect of this,
but is not a complete translation for the word either. The term denotes
a dog that wants to be considered important, that seeks “personal
prestige,” and never wants to “lose face.”]
DSM: Some dog trainers say that the Dobermann generally lacks

courage, and would flee when confronted. What do you think about
this statement?
LERNER: Flight behavior is a very natural reaction of any animal

which helps him to survive. The flight behavior is strongly connected
to the survival instinct. In difficult/ unknown situations, only the dogs
with very high drive for “personal prestige” will stay to attack in any
case, no matter which breed they are. There is one exception: The
Deutscher Jagdterrier, his flight behavior has disappeared by breeding
through human hands. They prefer to die before they will flee. But this
is not a natural instinct. [Note: the Deutscher Jagdterrier is the German
Hunting Terrier. Developed in Bavaria, they are a medium sized, wire
haired or smooth haired terrier. They hunt predators, particularly
those below the ground. They are well known for their toughness
and absolute savagery.]
DSM: There have been debates in U.S. Dobermann circles about

why some Dobes “miss” or don’t hang onto the sleeve in the SchH
courage test. Do you think that this is simply a lack of courage on
the dog’s part, or lack of training or a combination of both?
LERNER: There are many excuses why a dog does not hang onto

the sleeve in this test. Some may have had bad experiences which can
change the behavior of very sensitive Dobermanns. The Dobermanns
that I breed — you saw some of them — they are getting more and
more angry while running at the helper. This fury drives them to
bite and hold the sleeve. It seems as if the Continued on next page

Kiro v. Bayern

Quint v. Bayern

Puck v. Bayern

Wora v. Bayern
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Lerner Continued from page 61
bite work is revenge for this long way
to run! The bite expression is very
different to how the playing dogs
bite. For my dogs, it’s not play, but
they like it very much. When I am
training dogs as a helper, I always pay
attention that they will not have any
bad experience, that they always feel
the winner when they leave the
“battlefield.” I, as a helper, have to
decide within just a second or less
whether I can put pressure on that
dog, at that moment, or not. Good
dogs can be broken by a bad helper.
DSM: I have heard it said in

Germany that Manfred Lerner has
always cared most that his
Dobermanns are good biting
dogs. Is this a fair statement?
LERNER: For me, the dog that

bites is foremost. It is important that
he is controllable and obedient. You

have always to decide which task your dog has to fulfill.
The usable Dobermann can be trained for any task, just
for family companion or as a merciless
protection dog. In my opinion, a good Dobermann is the
best companion you may have. Eiko (fourth at the ‘98
Bavarian SchH3 CH) and his mother Cassi (best bitch with
287V at the ‘96 German SchH3 CH) are Dobermanns that
have been educated for certain tasks. Eiko, Cassi and Elisa
(second at the ‘98 Bavarian CH) have been chosen by me
and trained for performance sport competitions. My wife’s
bitch, Susi (an Uran v. Bayern granddaughter) is a dog
chosen and trained by me for extreme civil protection work.
She is a calm dog that shows outstanding strong bitework
under enormous pressure, which hardly any other dog may
be able to do. As I have said, the owner must know which
kind of dog he needs. Then, the dog has to be selected,
trained and kept in a way that corresponds to that aim.

PART II
The foundation of Manfred Lerner’s v. Bayern Kennels

DSM:When and why did you decide to begin
breeding Dobermanns? You seem to put much emphasis
on trainability and work ethic — I am thinking of Eiko,
Granit here. Is this something that you started with in

your breeding stock or something that you have worked hard to produce
by you personally breeding for this quality?
LERNER: In 1973, I decided to breed useful Dobermanns, which are

strong enough to correspond to daily needs as well as to their use as
military, police or protection dogs. My goal was to produce good biters
and hard dogs which are controllable and have a clear mind. I started the
breeding with very selfish and contrary dogs, and during the years I am
proud of the result to breed now with a strong drive and a high workability.
DSM:Who was your foundation bitch, or bitches?
LERNER: My first bitch was Czilla vom Wehrwinkel, daughter of Robby

Rene vom Weinberge. She was the mother of Branko von Bayern. He had
a strong severity, a low threshold (Reizschwelle) and a high readiness to
aggression. This dog produced many pups with the same character. In 1974,
I bought Dixi vom Kirchbühl as a puppy. Her dam was Zira v. Frankenland,
who was a calm bitch with excellent structure. In the 1970s, she placed V3
at the Siegerhauptzuchtschau in Mannheim. Her character was good.

Shakira v. Bayern

Uran v. Bayern

Vasko v. Bayern
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DSM:Who was the breeder of Kirchbühl?
LERNER: The priest Fritz Fischer was the owner of

Kirchbühl Kennel. He was a unique character of a priest.
He used to train his own dogs inside the church, running
and climbing up into the bell tower. But the Bishop was
very angry about that, and imposed a disciplinary transfer
on Fischer.
DSM: Dixi was a daughter of the legendary Falk v.

Rotbachtal (DZB 80781, WT 9.3.1968, Boss v. Salza, SchH3
x Centa v. Petershügel, SchH3). Please tell us about Falk.
What did he produce in his pups?
LERNER: Falk was a very hard dog who never

disappointed in the bite work (Schutzdienst). He always
caused problems to the helpers because of his enormous
drive for “personal prestige.” He was 70 cm. tall and had a
large but spare physical structure. Falk produced different
kinds of pups in character and structure, always depending
on the different bitches he was bred to. It was a striking
thing though, that nearly all his pups showed good, hard
bite work.
DSM: I have heard that Falk worked as the guard dog of

a junk yard, and that his owner took him to the Körung (LR:
O. Vogel) where Falk’s “abilities” were discovered. When
did you first meet Falk? Did you work him as a helper ever?
LERNER: I discovered Falk in 1974 at the German

SchH3 Championship. There, I had the opportunity to
test Falk’s bite work. He was a hard biter by his drive to
defend (Wehrtrieb). Falk was one of the hardest and
geltungstrieblichsten [personal prestige seeking, egotistical]
Dobermanns. Many of his descendants have the same
genetic make-up.
DSM: You bred Dixi to Yago v. Ellendonk, SchH1,

ANGEKÖRT I (DZB 84475, WT 4.2.1973, Satan v.
Ellendonk, SchH2, ANGEKÖRT I x Vesta v. Ellendonk,
SchH1) once, after the owner decided not to stud
him anymore?
LERNER: Yago v. Ellendonk was a very successful male

Dobermann. Envy and resentment came up in Germany
concerning this successful dog. I talked and worked
together with the owner of Yago, and he realized that
our objective was very similar. So, he let me breed Dixi
with Yago. Maybe, I am the last one to have bred a bitch
to Yago v. Ellendonk.
DSM: Tell us about Yago’s pups.
LERNER: His pups were very hard and aggressive. One of

them was Enno v. Bayern (Yago x Dixi). He was a very short
and compact dog with strong drives that did his bite work
in every situation. He did the ZTP with 1A for character.
When Enno was 3-years old, I sold him to America.
DSM:What breeders/judges have influenced you the

most in developing your own breeding ideas?
LERNER: I have been influenced most by Fritz

Sauermann, the breeder of the v. Ellendonk kennel.
Among the Dobermann judges, the personal attitude of
Ottmar Vogel [SV/DV/ADRK Judge] towards the working
Dobermann was decisive in developing my program.
DSM:What is your goal as a breeder?
LERNER: My goal is always to select the best character,

and most beautiful and healthy working dogs. During the
years, a strong, consistent line has been developed — the
Bayern kennel. Nowadays, many other breeders are trying
to get back to this line.

DSM: Do you have to apply to the DV to do certain
breedings that are considered very “inzucht” — what
relations need to get permission?
LERNER: You need permission for very close incest

breedings such as mother-son, father-daughter, brother-sister.
DSM: Over the years, you have used some breeding

bitches from different kennels such as Czilla v. Wehrwinkel,
Kessy v. Pfaffenberg, SchH3, and currently Dequina v. H.
Weissenberger, SchH3, IPO3 (“Susi”), who is an Uran v.
Bayern granddaughter. Tell us about these bitches — what
was/is their specialty in work?
LERNER: Czilla v. Wehrwinkel represented a very robust

health together with elegance, toughness and very good
fierceness. Kessy v. Pfaffenberg was a bitch who combined
a very high workability with good drives and a very short
structure. Dequina v. Haus Weissenberger (“Susi”) is a bitch
which has been chosen by me among 13 puppies. She has
made her way through all the important working exams.
Actually, what I know of her brothers and sisters is that
four of them have been put to sleep because they were
considered “too aggressive.” But of course, this depends on
the owner and his ability to handle an animal. Susi is not
aggressive in daily life, but she knows what to do if it is
necessary. She is stable and able to contain herself. Susi is
comfortable wherever she goes, and is nice with children.
Also, she is owned by a responsible handler who knows
her dog’s character well.
DSM: Please tell us what you look for in the character

and structure of a brood bitch and a stud dog.
LERNER: The most important criterions are absolute,

unconcerned behavior at noisy situations and no fear
for any direct and difficult personal contact. The most
important fact regarding the structure of a brood bitch or
stud dog are a head with parallel nose and forehead lines,
strong jaws, a strong, short back as well as perfect and
straight legs.
DSM: How can a puppy buyer know if a person is really

a “breeder” as opposed to just “reproducing puppies”?
LERNER: Only by very intensive research, by getting in

regular touch with the breeder to observe his work and his
working results, going to visit the kennel and watching the
dogs out of this chosen line.
DSM:What does being a “breeder” mean to you? Do you

feel that luck plays any role in a breeding’s success?
LERNER: Breeding means to me the responsibility for

the breed. Breeding means to be conscious of what you are
doing. Breeding is not to raise the population of a certain
animal. For any kind of success, you need a little bit of luck.
But the more intelligent work you can combine with this
little bit of luck, the more success you have.
DSM: In your opinion, Manfred, what is easier to fix

when breeding dogs, temperament flaws or structural flaws?
LERNER: It is easier to fix structural flaws.
DSM:What litter combinations do you consider your

greatest successes?
LERNER: During the many years of breeding, I

personally consider many of the combinations as very
successful. It takes too much time to name all my successful
Dobermanns. Just the youngest ones are Cassi, Debby, Elisa
(sixth at the Deutsche Meisterschaft 1998 in Bonn-Bad
Godesberg with 96/97/92), and Eiko. These last dogs
represent the combination Continued on next page
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Lerner Continued from page 63 of Yago v. Bayern bred
to Cassi. And, even in beauty DV Jugendsieger 1991: a
daughter of Quint v. Bayern (who was the hardest one of
them all). Our absolute Dobermann of the future is Klarissa
v. Bayern, daughter of Susi x Anton v. Bayern, SchH2, FH.
Anton is full brother to Cassi; Susi’s sire was Yago.
DSM:Which specific dogs do you consider your greatest

successes? Granit, Kassandra, Puck, Cassi, Eiko?
LERNER: As you are writing most correctly, all these

dogs — Granit, Quint, Wora, Kassandra, Puck, Cassi, Eiko,
Elisa — are Dobermanns who were/are able to compete
with any other dog of any other breed in any situation.
DSM:Were there certain dogs that you’ve bred over the

years that did other work — military, bodyguard — that
you were proud of?
LERNER: I am proud of my dogs that in many different

countries of the world did their job conscientiously, and
this was proven. Luzifer stopped three burglars, Fena
stopped a car jacker, as well as Kero, who saved the life
of his handler against three attackers. The first Granit was
involved in military jobs and was known as a reliable “guy”
at the German Air Force.
DSM: I seem to remember that some of your dogs have

made newspaper headlines for defending their owners.
LERNER: The dogs such as Kero and Urk just did their

job as we would expect — to protect their owner and all
their belongings. Dog sport seems only a minor matter in
these cases.

DSM: Do you feel that SchH training and trialing is
adequate testing for breeding stock, or do you have tests
you feel push the dog, to see more of his real character?
LERNER: The Dobermann breed is very intelligent.

You can teach many things to them especially for SchH
trials. But, it very often happens that when you provoke
situations that the dog did not learn, you can see his real
character. This is needed to make breeding decisions.
DSM: At this point, how many litters has v. Bayern had?
LERNER: I have done more than 40 litters during many

years, with much work. In addition to that, I trained many
other dogs of other people.
DSM:Who is your up-and-coming star? I remember a

certain 11-week-old male puppy carrying around a SchH3
dumbbell. How is the young Granit doing?
LERNER: Granit is developing to my entire satisfaction,

carrying and bringing me bottles of dark Bavarian beer
every evening. He is 71 cm. tall now, resembling his mother
in character very much. He is destined to be a successful
sport Dobermann. He is natural with excellent drives, and
is admired by many professional trainers.

Part III
Manfred’s personal perspective on the Dobermann.

DSM: How has the ZTP test changed over the years?
Do you feel that it is conducted in the manner that Vogel
planned for it to be? [Ottmar Vogel is a DV/SV/ADRK
Working Judge and acclaimed helper who has titled
nine different breeds to SchH3 countless times. He bred
Dobermanns under the kennel name v. Wilden Markgraf
for many years - in 1983 Hektor v. Wilden Markgraf was DV
Meister with 100/97/97. (Incidentally, “Hektor” was trained
in Manfred Lerner’s SchH club). Vogel has given the
Dobermann many gifts over the years: his revamping of the
ZTP or “fitness for breeding test;” his establishment of the
Körung; his writing of “Zucht und Sport mit dem Dobermann”
— the only comprehensive book available on working and
breeding the Dobermann; and lastly, the bloodline chart
that traces the breed’s major producers from 1948-1981.
Vogel continues to breed GSDs and Rotties today, and to
judge actively throughout the world.]
LERNER: Before 1975, the ZTP was just a judgment

about the structure of the Dobermann plus a test of his
protection drive, but without any bitework. Since 1975,
the test of the dogs’ character became more important. The
Dobermann had to convince the judges about his capacities
in self-confidence, temperament, workability, courage,
obedience, drive and bitework. This “new ZTP” was
worked out by Ottmar Vogel. It is his contribution to the
improvement of the breed. Since the judges had to focus
on the character of the Dobermann, the breed has been
improved year by year. [Dobermanns have two chances
to pass this test, and may attempt it after the age of 14-
months old. They must have either a hip score of HD-1 or
HD-2, and must have all their dentition. Only blacks and
browns are allowed, and failure at two ZtPs results in a
breeding ban for life in Germany.] The goal of Vogel’s
Körung was to point out the top animals in beauty and
character of all Dobermanns. But the Körung itself is no
guarantee for the quality of the dogs. [Dogs attending the
Körung must have minimum BH, SchH1, AD, ZTP, HD
score, at least two show ratings of SG or better under two
different judges. In previous years, ratings were recorded as

Yago v. Ellendonk
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Koerklasse I or II. Now the ratings ar: IA for best
conformation, best temperament; IB for best
conformation, second-best temperament; IIA for
second-best conformation, best temperament;
IIB for second-best conformation, second-best
temperament. The title itself is recorded as
“angekoert IA (ZVA),“ for example. The DV
continues to designate whether the title has
been earned for two years or for life (ZVA). The
title has to be reattempted at the end of two years
in order to earn the “for life” designation.]
DSM: I have heard that judges now do not

feel comfortable passing a dog that acts aggressive
on the ZTP tie-out/isolation test rather than
being friendly with the judge. Do you think an
aggressive response in this ZTP isolation test
should still be allowed so long as the dog shows
readiness to bite confidently rather than being
cowardly and “fear biting”?
LERNER:We have to distinguish between

pretended aggression and aggression which comes
out of the proper “personal prestige” drive. A
responsible judge recognizes whether the dog is
aggressive because of his drive or because of his
fear, and he will make the right decision.
DSM: Do you feel that judges take liberties with the dogs

in some of these tests — where the dog should not have to
tolerate some things judges do?
LERNER: There are judges who during the ZTP are

sometimes moving outside the regulations of the ZTP
procedure. In one such case, I had taken a dog to the ZTP
who was strong and aggressive. The judge hit the dog hard
with his book, and the dog bit him for this. [Interviewer: “10
points for the dog!”] Quint failed the ZTP and was declared
unbreedable in Germany because of this. Later, Quint did
the Czech Körung with top scores, being one of only a few
dogs to pass that day. In 1990, the same judge who declared
Quint unbreedable gave his foreign-bred daughter the title
“DVYouth–Champion.”
DSM: Vogel speaks of how he feels that his interest in

GSDs and Rottweilers kept him from “wearing rose-colored
Dobermann glasses.” Many breeders become completely
centered on their breed and can’t see when their dogs are
no longer comparing favorably to other working breeds. Do
you think that your career in training dogs for the Air Force
— and interest in many different breeds — has kept you
more focused on what overall good working character is?
LERNER: I have to answer “yes.” I am sure that I know

much about the character of any dog. I am not just focusing
on the Dobermann. I would never say that there is just one
dog breed in the world that is good. Many people do though.
I like any dog that has the value to be trained. One of the
numerous examples is Sammy, the son of a Riesenschnauzer
and a Boxer. I chose this dog, raised and trained him, and
then gave him to a police officer in Augsburg. He is now a
very successful cadaver dog for the police.
DSM: I understand that you bred Am Staff Terriers.

When did you begin working and breeding with Staffs? I
remember seeing the photo of your bitch Amber Rose.
Where did you get her?
LERNER: I have always been interested in dogs with very

high drive. So, I was interested in American Staffs. After

having searched more than two years, I found Amber Rose
in Austria. She was 7-weeks old when I brought her home. I
raised her and trained her in SchH. At any dog show that I
presented her, she was shown free, without leash. She won
22 events, and finally became world youth champion and
world champion.
DSM: I understand that there is a breed ban against Am

Staffs and/or Pitbulls in Bavaria. When did that come into
effect? What motivated this action by the government —
were there any incidents of dog bites that caused this or
was it just a political decision made by non-dog people?
LERNER: There is a breed ban against Am Staffs and/or

Pitbulls and similar breeds in Bavaria since October 1992.
This law was made because some people who owned such
dogs were responsible for very awful incidents (dog killing
children and adults seriously hurt). This made the public
want a breed ban and interdiction against owning
such dogs.
DSM: Are any other breeds expected to be breed banned?

There was talk that the Dobermann was next to be banned
in Bavaria.
LERNER: In Bavaria, any dog can be declared a

“Kampfhund” (dangerous dog) because of his individual
character, in terms of incidents. Every breed is concerned:
Dobermanns, GSDs or a cross-breed.
DSM:What is happening with the law against tail

docking in Germany? I heard that certain breed
organizations are trying to appeal the decision in court.
LERNER: Since June 1, 1998 it is prohibited to cut tails

of any breed. The only exception are the hunting dogs of
the politicians! There are no prospects that this law will be
repealed in the future.
DSM: Are some Dobermann breeders still docking tails?
LERNER: Tail docking is prohibited by law now. Those

who still do run the risk of having legal problems.
DSM: Are you ready to have to own a Dobermann with a

tail and floppy ears, Manfred?
LERNER:We have Klarissa, Continued on next page

Yago v. Ellendonk
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Lerner Continued from page 65 young daughter of Anton
v. Bayern, SchH2, FH x Dequina v. Haus Weissenberger,
SchH3, IPO3.
DSM: Are you still planning to retire to Spain? Don’t

forget to consider California, people speak Spanish here,
it’s hot, and I promise that you won’t “have to wait 19
years for someone to break into your house” (a favorite
Manfred witticism).
LERNER: Yes, we still want to leave Germany for a

country where the sun is always shining. Spain is our
favorite country at this time, or maybe California? We’ll
think about it.
DSM: How long do you expect to still keep working dogs

and breeding? They say at your club that you will probably
be a helper even if they have to carry you onto the field!
LERNER: The dogs and the dog training mean very

much to me. “A life without dogs is a loss.”
DSM: Has the number of working Dobermann breeders

declined in the last few years? When do you think that this
decline has set in and why?
LERNER: There is a small permanent number of working

Dobermann breeders who are trying with more or less
success to keep breeding good character. In my opinion,
many breeders prefer to breed dogs for the beauty shows
because it is just easier. It is much more work to train a dog
and to do trials and to compete. For the big competitions, a
nearly daily training regimen is necessary. Many hours have
to be spent training to be successful.
DSM: Do you feel that the Dobermann is generally a

healthy breed, or are you seeing more physical problems
than in years past?
LERNER: Through my experience of working together

with many different breeds over many years, I can say that
the Dobermann is not more delicate than any other breed.
To the contrary, in consideration of providing the correct
and necessary living conditions (especially in winter time),
the Dobermann can expect a long and healthy life.
DSM:What about soft temperaments — more now?
LERNER: Yes, there are more “softies” than before

because many breeders are so blindly in love with certain
bloodlines (and the appearance of such dogs) that they
produce many softies. These breeders do not pay attention
to the working value of the Dobermann.
DSM: You have known and worked as a helper to many

famous Dobermanns over the years: Cliff v. Kirchbühl (Falk
x Xandra), Milo v. Forrellenbächle, Yago v. Ellendonk ...
LERNER: I chose Cliff as a puppy for a friend, and raised

and trained him. Milo was a military dog in Lagerlechfeld
near Augsburg, at the German Air Force. The dog should
have been killed because of the problems he always caused
to the soldiers. I preferred to take him home. At that time,
he was 4-years old. This male was really aggressive. Yago
was a dog that I respected very much, and was very pleased
to use for breeding.
DSM: Did you personally know the Sauermanns

(v. Ellendonk)?
LERNER: Yes. Herr Sauermann died many years ago now.

During WWII, he was responsible for training the military
dogs. I respected his breeding and work very much.
DSM:When all is said and done, what do you think

your greatest contribution will have been to the breeding
of Dobermanns.

LERNER: My biggest contribution, through all these
years of breeding working Dobermanns, is that I never gave
up my determination about what the breed should be —
even though the wind is always coming from the front side!

EPILOGUE
In 1998, I travelled to Germany and visited Manfred and
Maria Lerner of the v. Bayern Kennels. I also had the
opportunity to spend a day with Leistungsrichter Ottmar
Vogel, who very kindly made me the gift of his framed
original Dobermann bloodlines chart.
We discussed the blending of the Weyermühle and

Bayern lines, and he agreed that it would be a good
outcross to try. Unfortunately, I got my bitch Snoopy v.d.
Weyermühle to Eiko v. Bayern too late in her cycle and
she had no pups.
Shortly thereafter, I arranged the importation of Janus v.

Bayern (a repeat breeding of the E litter) to America. A few
months later, I followed that up by importing 8-week old
Kiro v. Bayern (7/8 brother to the E, I, J combinations). Kiro
v. Bayern has recently achieved his SchH2 with excellent
scores (96-88-97a), and we plan to incorporate him in our
future breedings.
A combination between Janus and Anuschka Germania,

SchH1 (Qastra v.d. Weyermühle, SchH3, FH, AD, IPO3 and
IDC WM Alfred v.d. Urftquelle, SchH3, angek. ZVA) was
made that resulted in the A litter v. Haus Mann. In 2002,
Melody Mann repeated the combination between Janus’
brother, Jano v. Bayern, SchH3 and Anuschka for her B litter.
Our I litter is a combination of Ingo v. Bayern, SchH3, FH,

VPG3, HD-1 and Ascomannis Fenya, PH Karing, HD-A. �

Xaro v. Bayern
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Old Dog by Tracy Stowers

Old dog, true dog
Where would I be?
Without the knowledge you’ve given me

Old friend, true friend
You’re the best that could be
Thank you for being a good friend to me

Good dog, bad dog
Sometimes learning was tough
But together we found we had the right stuff

Retired dog, leisure dog
With your head on my feet
For one space in time, we couldn’t be beat

Sad dog, mad dog
Sometimes left behind
Still willing to work, still willing to find

Wise dog, learned dog
You share what you know
With young dogs and newbies so eager to show

Clever dog, sly dog
With the skills you have honed
Using your tricks to get you a bone

Fast dog, slow dog
Still first out the door
And still first to find any food on the floor

New dog, old dog
You’ll never be replaced
How could I do that to a grey furry face?

Blind dog, deaf dog
It’s all okay
I don’t mind finding you to go play

Young dog, fun dog
You still are at heart
There’s never a game you’re not willing to start

Old friend, true friend
Here’s the life you have earned
A soft bed by a fire that so warmly burns

Old dog, true dog
Where would I be?
Without the love and friendship you’ve given me.

Thank you, Coda - You Go Girl!
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AGILITY

Debbie Hartzell and Sarek
Sarek vom Landgraf

IGP3 MX MXJ MF CAA BCAT
MX, MXJ, MF

CONFORMATION

Kristi Sanders and Katya
GCH CH Granite Gables Katya of
Snowland BHWAC CGCU TKP ROM
First-time owner handled in breed

toward GCH Bronze

FCAT

Cara J. Johnson and Xsis
Xsis Vom Kondorstrand

DCAT

Cara J. Johnson and Athena
Athena Vom Kondorstrand

BCAT

MONDIORING 3

Maureen Haggerty and Quilly
Quill vom Ferrenberg

Ranked 4th MR3 dog in USMRA based
on the 2022 Nationals criteria.

MULTIPLE TITLES

Cara J. Johnson and Yahtzee
Yahtzee Vom Kondorstrand

PR3 3x, WAC, CGC, FCAT, BCAT
89, 85, 91

PR3s after diagnosed with
lymphoma high grade

MULTIPLE TITLES (continued)

Jessica Gutmann and Raven
Emerald Eire’s Raven the Riot
Nosework SCN, SIN / First
nosework trial title: Novice

interior Title: Novice container. One leg:
Novice burried. One leg: Advanced

interior; Advanced interior 4th place as
1:32:76. Novice interior 3rd place at 00:38:45. Novice interior 4th
place at 00:24:40. Novice Container 3rd place at 00:30:34.

Trick Dog TKN, TKI. Do more with your dog NTD, NTDM, ITD.

Pam Burns and Justice
Talane’s Truth and Justice

CGC and Trick Dog Novice / NA

Penelope Brooks and Phoebe
Morgana’s Kismet

SWE SCM SHDE RATS CGC
AKC Scent Work Excellent, CGC

NOSEWORK

Saundra Elizabeth Urbacke and Luna
Int CH Ravenwood’s Dreamin’ A Lil Dream

CGC TKI RN RATO L1C L1V
L1I L1E CCSS-L2

ELT-1 NA

OBEDIENCE

Meryl Winnie and Qieki
Qieki Vom Landgraf
CD PCD BN D-CD BH

2021 AKC Obedience Classic –
Novice: 4th Place out of 80+ teams
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SCHUTZHUND/IGP

Adam Varney and Fallon
Talane’s Warning Signal

BH Passed

Ashley Stursa and Marco
Marco vom Landgraf
CD CGC TT IPO3

FH1

Elizabeth Rosser/
Amaya Wolf and Polly
Thermiscyra’s Act of
True Love BH-VT

BH-VT

Jenya Chernoff and Gamma
Galya von Engelhardt

BH

Marie Miller and Grecko
Way Out West Guity as Charged

FH 1 / 96

SCHUTZHUND/IGP (continued)

Nikki Kimura and Kina
Akina vom Apexe

IFH-V

Renee Michel and Vendetta
IABCA Intl Wizard ost Revolution

Vendetta BH
BH

SEARCH AND RESCUE

Renee Michel, SARTEC II
and Banshee

IABCA Int’l W-Vera,
NAPWDA (HR)
NAPWDA (HR)

The Brags submission form is on the UDC website in the Members Only section:
https://uniteddobermanclub.com/members-only/formsapplications/

This is the section where all UDC members
can publicize the recent accomplishments
earned by you and your dog. This is one of
the advantages of your UDC membership.

We will publish any title you have
earned at any recognized
canine organization.

IT’S ALL ABOUT YOU AND YOUR DOG!
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APEXE DOBERMANS
Ashley Stursa • Creston, OH
614-315-1165
apexeworkingdogs@gmail.com • apexedobermans.com
Health tested and IGP-titled working-line Dobermans.

BELL’LAVORO
Vicky Brachfeld • Middletown, NY / Palm Harbor, FL
914-755-5258
BellLavoroDobes@verizon.net • AllNaturalK9@Verizon.net

CHOTOFVODKA
Jackie Spratt • 11300 Girdled Road • Painesville, OH 44077
tspratt@americatech.net • www.working-dog.eu
Breeding quality, health tested (OFA) temperament tested, titled
dogs that fit the breed standard. Striving for the total Doberman.

DAILY DOBERMANS
Sonoita, AZ
dailypaints@msn.com • www.dailydobermans.com
Breeder of conformation and performance champions. Bred for
diversity, health and steady temperaments. Daily Dobermans –
Beauty, brains and brawn.

DEI DOHSE DOBERMANNS
Lindsay Davis and Jason Dohse
3157 Dry Bread Road • White Plains, VA 23893
434-577-9489 • davislindsaye@aol.com
Dedicated to breeding for workability, health and structure.

DEL’AGLIO WORKING DOBERMANS
Frank DeLaglio • Staten Island, NY 10314 • 917-932-4991
frankdelaglio@verizon.net
del’Aglio Working Dobermans. Breeding the Total Doberman:
a beautiful, powerful, compact guardian and protector that
is fearless in the face of adversity. Beautiful Dobermans that
can work!

ECLIPSE DOBERMANS
MaKayla King • Liberty Lake, WA 99019 • 509-496-7211
Eclipsedobermans@sisna.com
Our goal is a spectacular looking Doberman that can DO IT
ALL, and the longevity to do just that! Over 25 years loving
this breed!!

FEVERHAUS DOBERMANS
Mitch Edley • Long Island, NY • 516-707-3895
feverhaus@gmail.com • www.feverhaus.com
The finest in titled, health tested, European Dobermanns.

J BAR S DOBERMANS
Suzan Shipp • Warrensburg, MO 64093 • 660-441-3822
Dobs4ever@hotmail.com • www.jbarsdobies.com
Breeding all around Dobermans that excel in conformation,
SAR, obedience and health. Proven in all venues above.
Puppies to approved homes. Stud service.

KANSA DOBERMANS
Douglas M. Matson and Jacqueline C. Matson
6745 N. Seneca • Wichita, KS 67204-1418 • 316-744-3214
info@kansadobe.com • www.kansadobe.com
Seeking the best from around the world since 1976. Top show,
performance, working prospects by the world’s top sires. Health
tested, temperament tested, competition proven.

KINGSWARE DOBERMANS
Renee Michel • Citra, FL • 352-445-0351
kingsware@windstream.net
Bred to win. Pedigreed in health, longevity, intelligence,
strength and suitability for performance sport.

MASAYA DOBERMANS
Brandi Williams
Little Rock, AR • 501-316-7887
masayadobermans@yahoo.com •
www.masayadobermans.com
Litters are bred for longevity, health, temperament and
working ability

Directory of UDC Doberman Breeders

UDC members who wish to have their kennel information included in the UDC online Breeders Directory should email
breederdirectory@uniteddobermanclub.com and submit payment to be included in the online directory. This directory is printed in the

UDC Focus as a perk to breeders who have paid to be listed. Go to https://uniteddobermanclub.com/udc-breeder-directory for information.

Photo Scott Severs
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MORGANA DOBERMANS
Penelope Brooks • 170 Willow Drive • Felton, CA 95018
pbrooks1@windstream.net
Home to Morgana’s Infamous Love BH WAC. Passed on: UDC
CH Morgana’s Heart of Fire WAC BH; Morgana’s Diamond Lil
CD TD SchH 2 WAC FH. Breeding for the Total Doberman for
30 years.

RHAPSODY DOBERMANS
Irina Sasu Pernoll • Austin, TX • 512-750-2696
rhapsodydobes@earthlink.net • www.rhapsodydobes.com
Rhapsody Dobermans – champion dogs working in obedience,
agility, lure coursing, tracking, service dogs, therapy dogs, search
and rescue dogs. All dogs are temperament and health tested.

SWIFT RUN DOBERMANS
Tammy Marshall-Weldon
582 Pleasant Hill Road • Bowling Green, KY 42103
270-842-0848 • swift3530@aol.com
www.swiftrundobermans.com
Striving to breed Dobermans for a long and successful life.
We produce dogs that will impress any dog enthusiast.

TALANE DOBERMANS
Tammy and Kendal Rush • Augusta, KS • 316-619-0704
talanedobermans@gmail.com •
www.talanedobermans.com
Our goal is to produce high quality, health tested Dobermans
that can participate in conformation and IGP as well as be a
loyal and loving family pet. The Total Doberman.

TREASURE SEEKER DOBERMANS
Leslie Carpenter • Wake Forest, NC 27587 • 919-556-4643
treasureseekerdobermans.nc@gmail.com
www.treasureseekerdobermans.com
Quality health-tested Dobermans bred for companionship,
performance and conformation. Doberman owner and
enthusiast since 1977.

VOM KOBY HAUS
Loel Turpin • Honeoye Falls, NY • 585-624-5276
LoelTurpin@ymail.com • vomKobyHaus.com
Home of Working Champions. It is our goal to produce
balanced, conformationally correct, healthy Dobermans
that work!

VOM LANDGRAF
Wendy Schmidt • Sacramento, CA • 916-802-7318
landgrafk9@aol.com • www.landgrafk9.com
Landgraf Working Dobermanns: where we have produced
National and Regional IPO3 and FH Champions.
We strive to produce the ultimate working dog through
correct working temperament, complete health testing and
functional conformation.

VON MOELLER HOF
Chris Rasmussen • Bahama, NC • 919-477-7932
christine.rasmussen@gmail.com •
www.vonmoellerhof.com
Titling Dobermans in Schutzhund since 1994, breeding since
2000. We health test, title and promote the working Doberman
for sport-dog enthusiasts in performance venues. �

NOTE: If your information has changed, please notify our Breeder Directory Volunteer (breed-
erdirectory@uniteddobermanclub.com) so your posting can be updated in the next issue.
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Advertise in the

Tell the Doberman world about your latest title, favorite
dog, newest litter, best brags with an ad in the Focus.


